Johnso n Goes
Co-Ed

ECHO DIES

¦¦ The following are some of the decisions made by the
Room Draw Committee for the 1976-1977 procedure.

Last night at the Executive Committee meeting of the
Student Association, the ECHO requested that $550. be
PROCEDURE— Last year dorm rooms were selected by
allocated to pay for salaries for the ECHO staff. These
assigning all'singles first , then triples, quads, and doubles.
salaries would amount to $10 — $15 per week for the ediThis year we will go back to a class n ight system. (That
tors.^ This includes m oney for the circulati on director , the
is, "Senior Night", when all seniors will draw first, with- business manager, and the lay-out editors who as of this
in the quota, then Juniors on "Junior Night", etc.). Insemester are not being paid. It does not include money for dividuals may draw on their own class night with memthe typists and proof-readers who are currently paid through
bers of a lower class without penalty, as long as both
the financial-aid office. The answer from the Executive
classes fit in the existing quota .
Committee was a resounding no. As a result the future of
POINT SYSTEM- The eight point system of last year
the ECHO as the newspaper of the students of Colby Colhas been ab olished. Instead , wc will consider only four
lege is extremely uncertain , and if nothing changes this
(4) class years for the quota. The Registrar will determine will be the last issue by our staff.
'* '
-•
class years. This means that a Senior graduating in JanThe reasons for this are as follows: There has been
uary will not have priority ovej a Senior graduating in
a policy in effect at Colby College for the last 10 years of
.
June , etc.
paying ECHO personnel for their services. In fact , the
MALE/FEMALE DISTRIBUTION- Marriner will be
ECHO was essentially allowed to spend its own money as
co-ed next year, thereby making the male/female distriit best saw fit. This policy worked exceptionally well a
bution in the New Dorms 50 50. To compensate for
year
ago. We feel it should be reinstated.
^
this loss of male beds in. M arriner,
Johnson will be co-pd
The staff of newspapers of outstanding colleges
A proposal will be submitted to the Student Afall
over
the country are being paid (see accompanying
fairs Committee of the Board .of Trustees in late Mar,ch^
sampling). In some cases, in amounts significantly
which will suggest the expansion of the alternate room
higher than we are requesting.
co-ed alternative, to at least dne more dormitory.
The staff of the ECHO spends a great deal of time
OFF—CAMPUS— As in the past , no priority will be giputting out the paper each week. Many of the jobs are
ven to those students currently living off-campus. That
menial and should have compensation. It is extremely
is; the 150 spaces will be filled at the time of Room
difficult to find people to work against strict deadlines
Draw according to the procedure set up by the Comwithout such pay. mittee; The exact procedure, that is whether all upperA supply of money gives the Editor the ability
classmen wdll/b? all6wec| "off ' first or whether or not
|o organize! theTECHC) into an effective operating unit
the slots will be.allocated-oh the, basis of a quota, Has not .. with-a full staff who are,willing and able to produce
yet been determined . >
a quality paper.
QUOTA- A strict quota system will again be in use. After .students have drawn for off-campus* fraternities , and
Foss-Woodman, the number of students left will be divided into class years and slots will be reserved in every
dormitory for each class year on the basis of this percentage
As soon as the entire procedure has been determined,
we will publicize the results. In the m eantime, if you have
any questions, contact your Room Draw representative.

No Support from Stw-A
What is at issue is a conflict between higher ideals
and practical applications. The Executive Committee
has indicated that anyone on a student organization
should devote his or her time strictly on a voluntary
basis. Granted, perhaps ideally.this should be the case,
but experience has shown (and perhaps the same holds
true for Stu-A) that this simply doesn 't work. It would
be ludicrous tosuggest that the only reason that people
work on the ECHO is for money. That is simply not
true! Yet, the hours aire long and the work is tedious
especially for the layout, busin ess and photo editors.
A little bit of money really helps. Anyone on a college
bud get knows how important forty to sixty
dollars a month can be. But aside from this - p urely on the
the basis of principle - what is wrong with paying people
for their services? Especially when their service only amounts
to a lot of tedious work.
It should be mentioned rihat the ECHO is one of the
few, if not the only., organization that brings in alm ost enough
revenue to cover operating costs, includin g salaries. Yet,
on the basis of principle, and with little conception of the
practical aspects of running a newspaper, the Student
Associati on has decided that the,E CHO can 't do what it
deems best with its own money. The six people on the
Executive Committee feel they know better. However,
before the ECHO made its request, these same six
individuals gave the Operati on Graduation Organization
$50.fo r T-shirts. O n what principles? Is this an accurate
reflection of the priorities of our Student 'Association?
We hope not! .
The responsibility for the ECHO lies entirely with .
the Executive Committee of Stu-A. The prevailing atti. continued on page

STU-A ON THE BRINK

Tuition Rises
—Jeff Wu orio
Several weeks ago, the Adm inistration announced
that the Board of Trustees had voted to increase tuition
and board fees for the fall of 1976. In a letter that was
sent to students and parents, President Strider indicated
that the cost of tuiti on would be raised $300 and that
board fees would be increased $90, resulting in an
overall total expense of $3,300 for tuition and $900
for board .
Robert Pullen , secretary of the College Corporati on,
asserts that the upcoming increases are the result of
inflation and that present charges simply don 't meet
Colby 's operating expenses. He also states that
Colby's "Three Year plan " will be temporarily
discontinued due to present financial circumstances.
The Three Year Plan was initiated in 1963 in an attempt
to facilitate the College 's financial planning 'for the
future. Basically, the program establishes . a three ,
year cycle which sets, the tuition level at the ou tset
of the first year at a particular figure. This amountis maintained throughout the three years until a new
cycle begins , at which point tuition is increased.
Theore tically, a major advantage of such a program is
to give students arid parents enough time to prepare to
meet the increasing cost of n-Colby education. The
plan , says Mr. Pullen , also rittem pts to bal ance
out all of the College's financial activity within each
cycle. At the completion of the fi rst year; Colby should
possess a certain amount of surplu s funds. The ,
second year sh ould find Colby breaking even , with
expenditures being offset by the College's operating
budget, The final year of the cycle generally ;
results In the loss of funds within Colby's available
continue d on page three

academic credit for their work, Thatcher quickly rejected the idea, reasoning that this would involved faculty or administrative supervision, a necessity that the
The future existen ce of the Student Association at
ECHO has only recently been able to eliminate
Colby is dubi ous because of the deficiency of names on
Foreseeing inevitable death for the ECHO , Spenthis Friday's election ballot. Due to drastic understaffcer Aitel moved that $250 be reallocated for salaries with
ing, the destiny of the ECHO is equally as b leak. On Tues- further review of Thatcher 's proposal after Spring Vacaday evening, members of the Executive Committee wresttion, The motion was defeated. Aitel made two addiled with resolutions to avert the total extinction of both
tional proposals for ECHO salaries, both failed to be
' ¦ '"
organizations.
seconded , and discussion was dropped.
As of Tuesday , only one perso n had filed a petition
During the meeting, George Apter stated that ,
to rpn for a seat on next year's Exe cu tive Committee. On- ¦ "It is evident that there is no longer even a small core
ly one person is running for a class office. Three are* conof students willing to run organizations at Colby... let
tending for two positions on the Board of Trustees and two them (Stu-A, the ECHO) collapse. . .A year of anof these candidates are seeking the Board seat for the rearchy may be the only thing to shape Colby up. "
mainder of the semester as well. I'm total , five people are
In another portion of the meeting, the Commitrunning for five offices and the remaining 17 positions up
tee reviewed the constitution and spring bud get of $337
for grabs on Friday are -vacant.
- '
for the Center Experimental College. After some disThe Executive Committee partiall y attributed this
cussion and revisi ons , the Committee grante d the fiXC
lack of participation to improper advertising of the Elec$125 as a partial budget covering mailing, catalogue, and
tions. They unanimously voted to recom mend that the epaper expenses. Recognizing;the positive attributes of
lections be postponed until greater awareness of the elec- •
the Experimental College , it was recommended that funding
tions was kn own on campus. The Election Committee .
be sought throug h the admin istration and the Stu—A
is to consider the recommendation . If not delayed , the
will consider further funding following the Spring Vapolls for the five officcis will be opened as scheduled on
cation.
Friday and there will be' a new election rescheduled for
The Committee allocated $50.00 of Stu-A niothe Remaining p ositions,
ney for Operation ' Graduation T-shirts. Citing that a
ECHO editor Brett Thatcher , informed the Execuconstructive factor of OG is to generate discussion on
tive Committee that there may not be an ECHO nex t week
the present ,curriculum requirements , Bob Anderson
to announce any such new elections. Curren tly operating
felt that the T-sh irts would be effective publicity. Alwith a skeleton staff , the ECHO requested that $550 be though Anderson estimates chat there may be 100 sebe appropriated for. salaries as a means to keeping the paper niors eligable for OG membership,, only the 30 "most alive. • Thatcher asserte d that , "Bill Tuttle used salaries to
irresponsible " will wear the T-shirts . . .
depend on work... for the efficiency of the ECHO , salaSpencer Aitel stated,that Sue Benson was using
ries' arc important. " H e also added that many other colRoberts Loft as "a personal lounge" and is lending -*leges' pay their newspaper staff.
out Coffeehouse equipment without informing any
Members of the Executive Committee qu estioned
Coffeehouse management, Speaking for Benson , Steve
the ethics:t>f paying ECHO staff , or for that matter, any
Mixter expressed Sue's apologies. He noted that tlie
managing personnel of student organizations. Howie Tutcloset locks will ibe changed in the Loft but that the Loft
m an felt that what was done in the past concerning salwill remain open to anyone who wishes to use the pool
aries was wrong. He suggested that the ECHO staff seek
,
-'
tables.
—Heidi Neuman

tfUMNf APATHY IS NOT TO BLAME—
¦
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THE RESPONSIBILITY LIES WITH STU-A
Stu-A' s refusal to rein state salaries for the ECHO
Cornellian
Editor
$20/month
takes away,the very stimulu s necessary to keep the paper
(Cornell. College ) News Ed.
$15/month
rolling. Management and producti on of this paper is tfery
$15/month
Feature Ed.
demanding in terms of time and mental and physical ex$15/month
Business Man.
ertion. People who choose to work for the ECHO sacri- Advertising Man. $10/month
fice other extra-curricular activities and often thei r academic produ ction. Salaries are a necessary incentiv e and
Pioneer Log
"
$200
* (Lewis and Clark ) Editor
reward to those who exert themselves for the Colby
sta ff members college .
v
community .
_
_
^
Etticient run ning of the paper , so that all views, news
and events are published every week cannot be done on a
"$190/serin
Mac Weekly
Editor
voluntary basis. We arc committed to producing a quali(Macalester)
$i00/sem .
Assoc. Ed.
ty newspa per. - Anything less would amount to mediocrity .
News Ed.
$90/sem.
The small staff is exhausted and disgrunded; theref ore this
Arts Ed.
$100/sem.
issue is the last you will read until some remedie s ar e found.
$50/sen_.
Sports Ed.
Many -thanks to the peop le who have given their time
$130/sem.
Business Man.
to the paper.
commission
Ad Man.
BWr
Production Man. $120/sem
.CARLETONIAN STUDY OF SALARIES AT OTH ER Photo Coor.
$50/sem
COLLE GE NEWSPAPERS
$330/sem
Reporters
Newspaper

Staff position

Salary

Source of
Revenue

Oberlin Review
' ' '
«
,i

The Amherst
Student

Busines s manage r $l ,000 /yr. Adverti sing
Ad manage r
$l ,500/yr. Subscriptions
Photo Staff
$l60/yr
¦ . Activities
.. • . ' - ¦

Fund

The Orien t
(Bowdoin)

Business manager $50/sem. Ad revenue
Ad mana ger
> 10% commission
Circu lation man . $14/issue Activities
Fund

Colb y ECHO

3 Editors

$30/issue

Catalyst
Editor
(ColoradoColle ge)
8 Assistan ts

$30/issue
$10/issue
(each)

Student

Advertisin g
Activity "
Fund ,

Activities
/
Fund
Ad revenue
Activities
Fund
$130/sem

Activities
Editor
$400/yr
Fund
Bus. Man.
$350/yr
Asst. Bus Man . $250/yr
Ad Salesman • commission
; 7
$2.50/issue ;
Ad Manager :
Circulation Man . $3.OOVissue :

$30/week
Editor
Associate
$20/week
Editor
Business
.
$15/week
Manager
!
News Ed. $15/week
.
¦
Asst. News
. \
Editor . $10/week
Opinio n Ed. $15/week
Entertain. . . :¦•ment Ed. $l5/week .
. .. v
.. :. .. . . , , ., " Features Ed. $ 15; /week'
Sports Ed!" ^15/week
Campus Ed. $10/week

.- .. j- .—t *»* Si 'J -;';'f ^> £"W ' '^ r *
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J ohn Gray
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contin ued fro m pag e one.

ment " section from two to four pages. Yet, there have been
•i
many
problems.
tude of the Executive Committee seems to be that
In
putting
this
book
together
, the major obstacle
organizations like the ECHO should die. (see article
has been a Jack of fun ds. For the first time , our staff
page 2). We feel this is a ridiculous outlook and one
faces a deficit of four hundred dollars. This has been
that does not accurately reflect the attitude of the
—
carried over from last year 's book. Due to unfortunate
student body.
We want to pro duce the ECHO , but we need money. carelessness on the part of last year 's staff , the present
yearbook staff must come up with the money to put
The Stu-A has the money and the Executive Committe e
together this year 's book plus the.400 dollars needed
can supp ly it. We await a new decision.
to pay the remainder of last year 's bill, the final sum for
last year 's book was $3,063.15. The cost.of the 1976 yearbook comes close to $11 ,000 or a little over seven dollars a book. So you can see the bind that we are in. By
the time you read this , I will have met with Mr. Richard
Dyer Assistant to the President and Howie Tuttman
Stu-A Treasurer , in a n attemp t to gain more funds to
DEAR EDITORS:
overcome our financial troubles.
FROM: Manny Rosa Editor of the Oracle
^
The yearbook is funded by Stu-A ( large
part), advertising, senior parent patrons (those senior
Believing that I as editor of the "Colby College
parents who contribute money in order to pay off
Oracle " (the school yearbook) have a responsib ility to
some of the costs) and finally by selling the book to
the student body as a whole , especially to the senior
underclassm en in the fall, Sales to the underc lassmen do
class, I want to give a pro gress report on what has hapnot always bring th e funds the yearbook staff hopes
pened in our attempt to put together the 1976 yearfor. The re sult is alot of leftover books an da lack of
book , thu s far.
'
funds. These are the problems that every yearbook s taff
On M arch 2, 1976, th e final deadline for senior .
faces,
we are no exception.
pictures passed , Getting these pictures was the first
Per
haps in the future , less books will be ordered.
task for the staff as a whole. The senior section will
But
for
this
year , as has been the habit in the past , 1,500
be the first major section to be put together but not
books have been contracted for , The yearbook attempts
the last. Still to come are sports , advertising, activito show what has happen ed at Colby during the school
ties. , ' . . One new secti on and an expansion of anis made by
other will make a difference between the 1976 Oracle and year. It is not¦ :• a¦ perfect book but an attemp t
all
involved
.
its predecessors; these are' "Campus Life " whi ch with
'
Our staff is, working hard , and we believe that if .
the help of the Dorm Staff ,' will in clude a ll Dorm a s
you kn ow what is happen ing, you will better understand
well as frate rnities and sororities. The "Friends VVe
what we go through to p ift together Colby ' s Yearbook.
Made " will a lsd appear )vtli i s being a sectiort which
With alot of work , and a lot of luck , the staff of the year
will show candids of friends all over campus. We bebook wil l try to give Colby, especially the senior class , '
lieve that this is a special book for the senior class. Wit h
a
decent book . Wish us luckl "
this in mind , we will expand coverage of the "Commence-

Letters

¦

Counci ,
Advertising
Subscri ptions
.

ECHO DIES

'

It seems that Colby College has "questionable
characters " running the Colby College Bookstore. It
was reported in last week's ECHO that $14 ,000 wort h
of goods was " shoplifted" from the Bookstore last
year. That is a tr emendous amount of "sh oplifting "
to be done in the 31 weeks that the students (presuming the students are doing this alleged ''shoplifting ")- ,
were on campus. It comes to around $451 wort h of
goods a week.
-- «
Either the Bookstore is one of the biggest mismanaged operation in these parts or there are a bun ch
of intelligen t "questionable characters " running it.
You people who run that bookstore have an obligation
to serve this college efficientl y and honestly arid if you
can 't; then get out .
I feel President Strider or the Stu-A should appoint s Commission of two facu lty members and two
stu dents to investigat e this problem of the $14,000
worth of goods stolen from the bookstore. The Commission should be given access to all records , inventories, and be given complete cooperation by the Bookstore personnel in their investi gation .
Something must be done ! I , for one feel a detailed explanation and investi gation is a good start. If
there was $14,000 worth of "shop lifting ' done last year
why has nothing been done to curtail shop lifting yet
this year?
.
If the $14,000 problem is found to be due to
shop lifting then my solution is this: 1) Make students
leave their coats and books outside the Bookstore ( B&G
could install a simple cdarrack and bench). This way
/
you leave the potenti al shoplifter without his or her
2) Hire' one student and pay that
best hiding places^
student $3.00 an hour to stand near the only exit/entrance to the Bookstore and peruse the people entering
and leaving. Presuming the peak shoplifting hours are
during lunch and the afternoon , have the student-guard
work dur ing that time . It would make an excellent campu s
job for some students that need the money.
That should cut down significandy on the "shoplifting" problem. The main issue is first to decide if
the $14,000 was shoplifted and not in someone 's
pocket! . .

The Occidental

Activities
Fund
layout editor
$10/issne
Advertising
Business Man.
$10/issue . . . Subscri ptions.
(Beginning in 1976 aU ECHO salaries are zilch) . . . . . .
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Ectifor-in-arief

Brett Thach er
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Assistant Editor

Sam Cre min

[!

New Editor

Mitch -Brown
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Features Editor

Barbie McCarty
Evan Katz

Sporto Editor
I
|! Contributing Editor
!• Art Miters
>
!|. •
[[ Photo Edtilm
•
jj . .
i
layout Editor
Acrwr tifl-rig
,
Duau eae Mana ger
Circulation
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3-0594
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x559
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x475

¦
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Ly nn Leavitt
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Caro l Hurteg
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DEAR EDITOR AND STUDENTS.:
After finally catching up on school work, I now
some
time to officially thank everyone who made
have
this year's Winter Carnival a success, despite some bad
weather and some last minute te chnical problems. Especially worthy of praise are the members of the Winter Carnival Committee and Ms. Susan Benson. These
people literally "put iri the hours", making the Carnival a reality.
In many ways the Carnival could not have come
off without the help of Mr. Grindall and his crew. I
have often "heard students complain about the service
of the B&G staff. Well, this is one time when they deserve positive recogn ition for a job well"done. M ost of
the campus is riot aware of the number of hours the
B&G staff contributed to the cause, or of the many requests that came at the eleventh hour from the Winter
Carnival Committee. .
A special thanks to Athletic Director McGee and
the Administration for permitting lis to use the gym and
lobby of the Fieldhouse for the boogie and beer blast on
Saturday night. In case you didn 't know this, the Winter Carnival was run by the class officers with help, from
Social Life and other interested people. It was funded
by Stu-A. See you at Spring Carn ival on May 8th and 9tl
Thank you ,
. ]. Philip Bruen
Chairperson, Colby
College Winter Carn ival Committee
'
''
"
FELLOW j STUbENTS:- ;^ ;1,- -i -^ : ,r '..>' '.•. I • ¦-'.: :, > > :*> }
I am announcing my candidacy for the office of
Student Representative to the Board of Trustees. This
position requires a special disci pline in being the middleperson between the desires of the Board and the. ;
feelings of the students. The student rep must not be
overly unweeptive and negative towards wishes of the
Board, on .the other hand he cannot be a yes man to
everything that comes up;
I feel that I can walk this tightrope (although I
know it could be difficult at times) between th'e.'JNO"
man and the "YES" man. So please consider me as
one of your twdrSwdeirt Representatives to the Board
of Trustees on Friday.' . •
*
Sincerely,

wttm

Phil Bruen

Tlie Echo Staff • 3 a.m., Thursday morning, March 11.
7 .
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determine exactly the overall influence the increases may
have on Colby's financial aid program 70nce again,
.tii..P5:;;.H.
.'
th e'-presence' of ever*changiri'g financial circumstances
finances for.4fil^J'a^cuI^-^MQiow-ver , th is
make predictions in this area highly .subject to alteration,
although Mr. Pullen believes that the total amount of
deficit is virmaijy;,4qua4e^ b^lhc surplus finances of
financial assistance offere d by the college will not be .
the first year^thusv pro.duQ»^a,fairly stable economic
reduced. It should be noted that the budget,figure
situati on for the entire three year period.
, Unfortunately, says Mr . Pullen , the effects of
recently cited by the Echo of $5200.00 per student has
been changed to $5600.00 due to the recent increases.
inflation have rendered this system inoperable for the
In addition, he plans to make recommen dations to
time being. A detailed investigation has shown that
greater the number of cash—grant scholarships offered
soaring costs will result in much larger deficits than
had originally been projected. Mr. Pullen estimates that
by Colby.
' Despite the upcoming enlargement of stu den t
the ultimate financial outcome of this academic year
body expenses, Colby continues to maintain the cost
(theoreticall y the second year of the cycle) will be
of its edu cational programs at alrelatively low level.
approximately a $169,000 deficit. In addition ,
For example, in comparison with the ten other colleges
projecti ons-ds¦r to«es.f'yea7's drfiWt'rati 'as ,highi;'as ¦¦
which' constitute the "New England Small College
twice the amount of surplus finances, whi 'ch ' were
Atheletic Conference/the overall-financial expense
present'during the fiYst year" of the "cycle, in short , the
of a Colb y education ranks as the lowest in the
stajggerihg blows Of Inflation have necessitatedthe " ,
conference. In addition , a recent stu dy of approximabandonment of this price highly workable system.
ately 40 other colleges of comparable size and academic
Due 'to the iifc'reasihg cost of food and other .
quality reveals'thai: Colby rate's as one of the least
"
expenses . combined With Colby 's present building
expensive
colleges to attend afribung those covered
program which utilizes a great deal o'f endowment ,
in the survey. Many such institutions are also planning to
gifts, Mr. Pillion jfeel s that the College had little choice
augment
student expenses, but Mr. Pullen asserts that
but to look to increases .in student costs to bear the greater
Colby will increase costs out of financial necessity ,
economic burden. Prior to presenting this hew finanand not because other colleges are doing so.
cial proposal to Presidnet Strider ,- Mr. Pullen consulted
Mr. Pullen strongly emphasizes the fact that the
the Financial Priorities Committee, and it was generally
upcoming increases were brought about strictly within
agreed thatan increase in tu ition and board fees
the context of financial necessity in an attempt to
was an unfortunate yet imperative action towards the
contain the ever rising level of Colby's operating costs.
maintenance of the College's econoniic stability.
He looks forwa rd to the .completion of. the present;
Mr. Pullen reports that certain alternatives werie '
:
building
period so that fund raising programs can
considered'in an attempt to avoid the-augmeritati on once
again
direct themselves towards the gathering
of student expenses; these inclu ded the lessening of
of
finances
to enlarge ' the present endowment , Mr.,Pullen
food-quality and /or quanri ty, the closing of a dining '
maintains that one of; the least. difficult types of,
hallv'artd the; elimination of seveiraTexistihg programs.
¦
funds to raise is .that for student financial
endowment
'
However, it Wlis felt that'eVery atte'ri.pt should be ' '
;
aid.
Despite
m's prediction of yet another increase . ^
made to maihtain the quality of'these' services ,
in
student
expenses
for the ' fall of 1977, Mr. Pullen
and programs, thus leaving greater stu dent fees as'the nonetheless remains optimistic in.his hope that these
only viable course of action; Mr. Pullen and the
increases' will be large enougli to allow the college to
Committee also believe that another increase in student
resume the three year plan. He states that other
fees will be necessary as of next year and that th is
sources'of revenue must also be expanded to counter
amount will probably' be larger than the present increase
ract an uripre_ictablc rate of inflation ; he feels that .
However, these projection- are subject to the effects
it is the groWth of such sources of financial support which ,
of the fluctuating economic situation and , tts such ,
when used in conjunction witn the economic policy of
are vulnerable to revision.
the three year p lan , will strengthen tlj e financial
. Mr, Pullen states that those students who are
. ».
stability
of Colby in the years ahead. ,
presently on financial aid or who are attempting to
receive financial assistance will be effected in some way
by the new student expense level, but as yet is unable to
continued
fro m pag e one.
¦¦
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FOCUS

mL MlSOm OLYM PIC TRAMER
-John Devine

Carl Nelson, the college s Director of Health Services and Head Trainer, recently returned from the Win
ter Olympics at Innsbruck , Austria where he served as
Head Trainer for the United States. He was^ appointed
by the United States Olympic Committee and was also
the Head Trai ner for the U. S. Olympic teams at the
1972 Winter Olympics at Sapporo, Japan.

ECHO— One major question tha t everyone is interested in is whether you bad any involvement in; or
have any knowledge of, the brawl in an Australian Bar
tha t involved several members of the U.S. hock ey team?

NELSON— There was some unnessary banging around that took place. I think unfortunately a language
barrier is something that we all fi ght with when we are
visitors to another country . You can 't understand German well enough due to the rapidity with which they
speak it to understand exactly what they want, and so
the language barrier was probably the biggest catalyst to
the whole thing. No one could speak both languages and
they couldn 't understand English and the nex t thing
you knew there were people getting beat up. We didn 't
see any real evidence of lead-piping of this kind of thing
but I think that the Austrian people, who were in the
brawl with the two boys mentioned , were the cause of
the majori ty of the bru tality . It was just another barroom fight with a coup le of guys involved and that's all.
But , the police were very unsympatheti c to t.he~cause.

NELSON— Everyone seems to ask that question.
Unfortunately , the news media at this point were really
screaming for some kind of sensationalism; really looking for something to do. The whole incident was terribly overplayed. In no way did any of our hockey players go out in a mass group, after being so dejected by our
'loss to Germany , and lose their composure . Certainly
they were disappointed; everyone was disapp ointed because the kids really worked their tails off to get up
where they had been. Unfortunately not anyone that
I know really knows the whole factual story but as it
was related to me later on in the evening, one of the
players, a great big peace-loving guy, ended up going
into the wrorig level of a three level liquor establishment
with his girlfriend and his parents. Along with several
other hock ey players they were all enjoying an evening of relaxation. I'm sure a couple of them had too
much to drink; there 's no question about it. But this
one guy ended up going into the wrong level, and went
downstairs where some Austrian people were having a
private party . They,had obviously asked him to leave.
He turned around to leave and apparently put his hand
through a window by accident. He didn 't hurt himself ,
but was looking at his hand when he was suddenly hit
in the face with a full bottle of wine. One of his friends
came downstajrs to see what was going on and he was .
hit in the face with a chair! The Austrians kicked them ,
beat them , and so forth . Apparentl y, th e boy , Mille r,
whose name unfortunately got into the press, took the
brunt of the whole thing and he was just one of those ,
guys who happened to get caught up in the melee.
ECHO— Was Miller the first player to go down the
stairs and to put his hand through the window?
NELSON- No , he came afterwards , but the only one
caught by the police and processed. Miller kind of took
the brunt for the whole crew. It was unfortunate because he wasn 't the instigator; he just happened to be
cruising through . Me saw all these guys kicking on his
fri en d s so appar en t ly, he went down to hel p them , but
the police apprehende d him and took hinr/out and Mr ,
Miller , his father , wa s involv ed , and so forth . It was
terribly overplayed, Cameramen spent all day outside
the Olymp i c Village tring to film someone who looked
like he h ad been beaten up. They were really trying to
make a story out of the fact that they [the hockey ,
players] had gone down to raise tbe devil ,, which , t hey
didn 't. It was all overplayed I think and it is unfortuna te that Miller had to take the brunt of it from the
press. The press had gotten his name throug h the police blotter. It really wasn 't anything at all. Most of
the hockey team were out with their parents and friends
and were in early and cer tainly were disappointed. I
really can 't tell you much more about it.

ECHO - Were the a llegations made in tbe Amen
can press of brutal ity by the Austrian police true? ' .

ECHO — It was reported in the Boston Globe that
the American physician for the Olympic team was kicked
in the groin by the A ustrian police. Is that true?
NELSON- Yes , it is.
E CHO—

Was it an unpr ovoked act?

NEL SON- Well , as I had it related to me from
him , on e of the boy s who was in the back of the police
wagon had his hand cut and as the doctor walked by he
saw the boy and recognized that he was one of the
U.S. hockey players . He asked one of the police offi cers if he could take a look at his hand. He exp lained
tha t the boy was cut r and that he was a physician , and
so forth. So, he attempte d to look at his hand when one
policem an grabbed him by one .arm and one b y the ot- •
her , and the third one kneed him in the groin. Again , I •
think it was a communication barrier and if anything
they may not have understood what he was try ing t o
do, Wha t we would have understood to be a normal
kin d of procedure was obviously ^ mistaken for some
kind of in terference.

ECH O- Co uld you g ive us some reflections on
your p ersonal experiences ai .the Olympic's? I 'm sure
tha t you had many good experiences and that this was
just a minor incident that overshadowed everything,

NELSON- Oh, definitely. It's terribly unfortunate that the wh ole Olympics had to end on a note that
was, oh , less than attractive , because the whole aura, the
whole magnitude of the Olympic adventure is one which
I feel that everyone ought to be exposed to, There is no
such thing as international politics, for instance the fact
that the Russian hockey team sits and eats dinner with
the American hockey team, The speedskaters from one
country know everyon e from another country. They
know what each others' times are and being inside the
confines of the Olympic Village is probably the. oii.-ost
experience that anyone could ask for." To take all.of the
best athletes in the world, and put them in one building, to ask the m to eat three times a day together allad ds up to the experience. Even those who didn't care
to socialize ended up being really nice and cordial to
the other athletes. It was a real lesson in intern ational
living inside the village where people could really be
themselves. There are no press around. They swap
clothing, theykibitz and laugh. The luge team, for example, at the completi on of their double session had
an international taurbaun to which they invited all the
medical staff and so forth to join with them. It was
simply their way of having a bi g party out on the slope,
a five mile luge course down over the mountainside without a track. Everybody took box lunches and a few cans
of beer, and they went up and had a great party. It is a sham
that the bad press had to com e out just at the last minute.
It is unfortunate that the kids had to get beat up and get
into the situation that they did. Generally, speaking, the
Austrians were just super people. The facilities, the site,
the food ,—-they lived to the theme of simplicity with
of course the fear that the Winter Olympics would be in
future jeopard y because of the cost of running such an
event. They did a beautiful job of keeping things simple,
not ternbly expensive, but very adequate , well run , well
controlled;!J jtist-cM 't say, '^^
s'elveS(and-for^the•pebpte:'th'at•^ We 'lrn et::r:'•The,re was'; ' ' "'
complete cooperation ot all the medical statls , and all the
medical people between the countries. From a professional
standp oint, this is like going away for a seminar because
of the fact that you are with other athletic trainers who
are from very reputable institutions , and sharing your ideas
as well as their ideas as to wnat is current in athletic medicine, as well as the fact of being with all the physicians
from other countries and our country who are sharing
ideas and generally just shooting the bull about sports medicine during the whole time that we were there. I th oroughly enjoyed the experien ce agd really feci that it
was educational as well.
ECHO— Did you find that you learned new techniques and methods fro m the tra iners of other countries?

NELSON- Well, it was basically just sharing.ideas
and saying apparen tly I'm not doing anything wrong.
There is some satisfaction in knowing that what you are
d oing is current nationally , and so I had good experiences this way .
E CHO - How do.you feel a bout the allegations tha t
the funding for the V, S. Olympic teams is inadequate compa red to that of many foreign countries?
NEL SON— Unfortunately, my own personal opinion is that alot of our competitors are terribl y chea ted
when it comes to comparing what som e of the other
coun tries are providing for their athletes. I' m not sure
that 1 know what the answer is. Obviously, the only way
that we are going to com pete in hockey, luge , in t hose
two sports in particular , wi t h Russia , Czechoslovakia,
and such , is to completely sponsor a professional team
as the Russians and the Czechs dp. This isn 't in tune with
wha t we feel , or what the Unite d States Olympic Comw'11
rVftttee feels is truly amateur athletics. Where the hassle
ever be resolved I don 't kn ow. There is no question
about the fact that we can 't compete on the same level wit h Russia , Czechoslovakia , and some of the other
countries who are completely sponsoring their athletes.
cant ./on next p a&e'

We know that last year the U. S>National Luge team
bought two luge machines in Austria for a fee.of $200
a p iece. Russia who did not enter a luge team this year,
last year bought 5;000 luge sleds. I ?m sure that in 1980,
when we meet in Lake Placid, Russia will be represented
and that they will probably have a very strong luge team.
So there are 5,000 kids racing aroUnd on luge sleds somewncre in tuissia. uur kiqs are building their own, their
parents are putting together their equipment, sewing
together uniforms for them and there are times when we
look pretty shabby in. comp arison to some of the other
team s that arc completely sponsored. We have just as
good an athlete, but I don't think that they have the opportunity to train quite as vigorously or as long under the
same kin ds of competitive situations.
ECHO— Do you feel thai the best American Athletes were represented at the Olympics or that any politics were involved?
. NELSON— I think that that is the kind of question which I couldn 't answer because I don 't knowenou gh about the people who weren't selected. There was
a little hassle with the speed skaters in relation to how
the committee had decided which team was going to represent the United States in the Olympics. This seemed
to resolve itself as the events went along. We did have
the best people skating for us, without any question . In
f act , the gold medalist with Sheila You ng, and Peter
Muller, and tbe fact tha* Leah PoulOs got a silver and
Danny Immerfall, a Ju nior Nati onalist, got himself a
bronze medal, really indicated that we were pretty well
represented in the sprint areas of the speed skating events , which they had predicted. We do not have good
distance skaters and this was also predicted before the
events started: This is 'whcre the hassle was.
ECHO- How were the conditions of the A merican Athletes while they were competing ? Were there
any injuries or illnesses that detracted fro m tbe Americans ' performa nces?
NELSON- Well, one of the downhill girls, Abb y
Fisher, came to the Olympics with a.hurt knee and her
competirtiv.e..awarqncssv or^ca,dinegs was really!intqiiesr' no
tion. She,hac!gotten;hv rt,t.hree;wecks»eariierraivelT;he!re'wasn't much that we could do to get her any more ready
She made one run and then disqualified herself in the
slalom. Generally speaking, we were really very-fortunate . We. had very few serious accidents, none of which
from the time that the Olympic Village opened until
the time that it closed, eliminated anyone from competiti on. The flu was probably as big a problem medically
as we had. It didn't really impede anyone from competing. In other words^ the flu hit just prior to their competition , or just after. Only in one case with a Nordic
rvent person in the 15 kilometers did it really hinder the
boy's perform ance, Peter Muller was ill just prior to
his racin g in the 500 meter speed skating and had a temp
erature of 103« when'he went up to receive his gold
medal. The goaltender Comstock had been hurt on the
knee, and then he came down with the flu and didn 't
really compete at all in the Olympics. He was, however,
ready to compete if he had to. They could have dressed
him quickly and got him on the ice if they needed him.
Other than that , there were just lump*,and bumps. Everyday, the luge people in particular , had some problems and the downhill people who ' were having trouble
with the icy con ditions also got little bangs and bruises ,
but nothing that couldn 't be repaired , and people were
ready for their competition the next day. They were in
superlative condition. I can 't say enoug h for the speed
skaters. I spent three weeks with them in Switzerland
and they are just a group of extremely dedicate d athletes. They work very hard , train endlessly , and meticulousl y. Every day 's routine is very important to
them and I think that it showed. I think that they were
J
as ,competitive as any group that I have watched compete. I can't say enoug h for them.
ECHO- Are there any final thoughts that yo u
would like to add? '
' NELSON- Well, 1 certainly appreciate Colby letting me go off on such a venture. I think it is a recipro- .
time
cal sort of venture, where I represent Colby and at the same
¦
I' m learning while I' m gone. It was appreciated. I am
extremely grateful to Norman Sylvestre and the Infirmiry staff , all of whom had to p ick up my slack while .
I was gone, Someone had to do my work and I appre- .
ciated it.
.
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appropriate to give you a peek at the panty raid , a
ritual fro m the days before co-ed dormitories.
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From The Cha ir
Stephen L. Mixter

insult to injury, Bob Anderson, under academic and athletic
tendered his resignation. This threw the members
pressure
•
of the Executive Committee into a state of confusion. Bob
Although I have only held the office of Executive ChairAnderson did an amazing-amount of work for the Studen t
person since shortly before Thanksgiving, I have been .
Association . and the only criticism that can really be
involved with the student association politics for the full
leveled at him is that he did much of it in private. The
year. The Executive Committee has gone through periods ]
Execu tive Committee was unaware of many of the projects
of ups and downs, fevered activity and apathetic inactivity.
he was working on , and without his guidance, they
The record of the actions taken by the Executive Committee were in no position to be able to determine how to cope
is likewise checkered by these cy clical swings.
with the list of "issues" that had been generated.
force
determining
"
has
become
the
The term "issue
At that point I took office, and I became determined to
of the Executive Committee's activities. If f here is an
work to set up certain "Modus Operandi"' for the
issue that will stir people into activity, then the ExecStudent Association .The first action I took was to
utive Committee will, put a large amount of effort into
finalize the list of "issues" ; it seems to me that the members
attempts to derive a solution.
of the Executive Committeee cannot be expected to do all
administration
came
into
Last Spring, the present
the work on these issues without support from the
the office and faced demands made by certain groups
students. Finalizing the list was in effect establishing
for solutions to problems that they felt were important.
directions that the Studen t Association could take
Notably , the minority situation at'Colby, the allocation
politically to make Colby a better place. I fully realized
of nearly $1 million for the building of the new infirmary,
that little or no work would be accomplished on them
,
for the remainder of this administration.
and the concern for the future of the Student Union
proposal. The Executive Committee met for long hours
Since.then, I have attempted to undertake certain
unsatisfactory
"
changes
to make the Executive Committee realize its
work
out
solutions
to
these
and attemp ted to
limitations on the one hand. And on the other hand, to
situations. Considering the difficulties of getting the
make chan ges that will help increase the effectiveness
college administration to get around to making changes,
of the Executive Committee structure. The constthe success, of our efforts was nothing short of startling.
itutional referendum last semester allowed for replaceOnly with the infirmary was the recommendation of the
Executive Committee unsuccessful. (In that situation , the
ments during January for members of the Executive
Committee doing projects away from Colby . This
program was too far advanced for any action to thwart
what we considered to be an ill-conceived plan, in spite
com mittee caucus is an attempt to make more inforof the fact that our demonstration was as orderly and
mation flow between the mem bers of the Student Assoc
effective as could have been desired.)
iation, as the designers of the Student Association had .
Upon returnihg to school in September 1975 , the
envisioned. Further, the proposed constitutional referendum to be voted on Friday, March 5 makes certain
Executive Committee set about the difficult tasks
of committee assignments and the allo cation of the
constitutional changes to fill some of the gaps in the
budget. These consumed immense amounts of time,
Student Association constitutional structure.
especially considering the "open meeting" mode used by
However, the bi ggest task of improving the operations
Bob Anderson. There was much debate : about some of
of the Student Association is attempting to tackle _the
way people perceive the Executive Committee shoiild
the "High-handed" decisions made by the executive
failure
to
rapidly
with
the
and
that
coupled
committee,
operate.The students and the Executive Committee
fill the requirements necessary to insure proper student
alike should appreciate that the Executive Committee is
participation in campus politics , left the Executive Comm
there to serve the students in its official ability to make
ktee witha credibility gap.
binding;decisions affecting m any areas of student life,
arid;"to;TeVb^mend'cKahg<-s tcHthe administration that
¦I Student p_k_ $a^ MhMelibe^
period.
it feels .wilHmprqve the _college Thc structure of the cons
utive Committee was high and energetic during that
^ student needs to be
Association
student
in
the
titutiori provides for certain ; basic
participation
student
However,
filled, even in the most appathetic of times. If action is
was low. There is an important distinction that must
the
examining
demanded by students on any of the "issues," them
be seen here. The students that were
problems and formu lating suggestions in order to better the they m ust be willing to participate in the process that
generates an Executive Committee decision
whole college community were few, and the officers of
upon
information
and
Basically, the Executive Committee will probably always
resources
Stu-A were taxed for
process
budget
serve
these basic student needs, and the Executive
which to base their decisions. As the
all
saw
that
Committee
the
Executive
Committee should not collapse because of student bod y
was completed,
were
there
and
wayside,
apathy.
It should be concerned that it performs its
fallen
by
the
"
had
"issues
other
mCom
Executive
for
the
minimum
functions to the best of tis ability.
work
any
generating
no people
I
am
certainly
not saying that the Executive
ittee to do.
a
list
of
for
to
search
began
Committee
should
meet in guarded secrecy,the conThe Exe cutive Committee
a
list
with
stitution protects the right of the students to know the
"issues" to work upon, and they came up
activities of the Executive Committee. What I am saying
of problems that were in fact a group of worthwhile
Howupon.
to
work
is that the members of the Executive Committee
Comittee
Executive
the
projects for
AssocStudent
even
in
,
should
view themselves as being on a mission to provide
participation
ever, student
add
level.
To
low
a
very
the
basic
services to the college community that the
to
iation meetings, had fallen
participation will merit. '
What I have said.above goes for all the portions of the
_ --¦
» -_-«-fc -fcW -1»--i--l
>Pi*--fc __-----he--fc -fc -h--*-h----*----student Association . Stu dent members of the college
committees diave certain duties as spelled out in the
constitution , and they should realize that these duties are
to improve the nature of student input into the decisionmaking process of the college.
Colby will carry on without student input , but students
Elections for the Student Association will be held
make this place a college, in spite of what anyone else
on Friday, March 12. The posts will be determined by
¦would care to make us believe. We ha\e to pull together
the outcome of the Constitutional Referendum on March I to better our influence by bettering the quality of our in5. The following posts will be filled:
jj put constraints. We must do the best we can be cause our
efforts are so important to help create the type of college
we would like to^ee Colby be.
Members
ofjthe
Executive
Committee
..
**
' "Student Representatives to the Board of Trustees
•* Class Officers
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In addition , there will be a special election to fill the
remainder of the term of Martha Nj st as Student Representative to the Board of Trustees,
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Petitions will be available at the Roberts Union Desk
at 6:00 pm Thursday , March 4i Com pleted petitions must
be retu rned to the Roberts Desk no later than,March 10 at
6t00 pm. Candidates Night will be on Wednesday, March
10 at 9i00 pm at the Coffee House (Robert 's Loft).
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTITY CARDS
NOW AVAILABLE IN 205 EUSTIS. You wi ll need
one photo VA" x 1 lA", proof of full-time student
status for 1975-76 , $2.50 application fee.

J o hn Cole, well-known editor and conservationist ,
will speak at colby on March 1 7th.

John Col e
Sp eaks

On

Ma in e's F orests
Next week , courtesy of the Colby Environmental
Council, we are going to be privileged to hear a very influential Maine environmentalist speak. John Cole, editor of "The Maine Times " writer for the "Boston Globe",
and an active conservationist (not necessarily in that order) will be here to talk abou t the intense pressures that
are about to be put on the Maine forest resource. Mr.
Cole has had experience with both the business and environmental interests involved in the struggle an'd has
been intimatel y connected with it for many years. As
some of you know from his lecture last year, besides being
an avid outdoorsman and colorfu l guy , he is probabl y
one of the most influential public fi gures in Maine.
Some rather unique problems are facing Maine's
forestry industry. Althoug h approximately half of
the sate is in semi-wilderness , almost all of this is privately owned. Industry and recreation have created
pressu res which are not always answered b y this segment of the population. The conflict between the needs
for recreation , industry and the ecosphere is intensif ying.
As residents of this lovely semi-wild state, sometime
we all will explore its beauty more fully. When we do, it
would be nice to have its woodland waiting unmolested.
Those who are interested in the future of Maine 's forests
should come to John Cole's lecture and get a taste of
what 's going on. It will be on Wednesday , St, Patrick' s
Day , March 17th at 8:00 in Lovejoy 100. Refreshments
after the lecture. See you there , ahuhI

Basketball
—Evan Katz
The Mules' final record for the season was 12-10,
making the '75-'76 year Colby's fifth straight over
.500. The -Mules started well winning their first six
games of the year, but the ' remainder of the campaign
was a roller coaster ride with Colby struggling to
put together back to back wins; .
Paul H arvey led the Mules in every conceivable
category except free throw percentage where-Jim
Crook took the honors. Harvey also finished in
the top ten in scoring and rebounding in Divi sion
III. While there is no doubt that Harvey is an
excellent forward and an asset to the teanv.it remains
to be seen if he plays the dominant role -in the Colby
offense in futuTe years as he did this year.
The Colby guards, six in all, shot only 32% from
the field collectively and averaged 19.3 points per
game (24% of the Mules output) this year. The Mules'
center-forward oriented offense was burdened with
supplying mos t of the scoring. For examp le , in
their final six games the Colby front court supp lied
80% of the Mul es' scoring punch .
Overall , the Mules averaged 78 points a gamoto
their opponnents '78.9 point average. Colby shot
41.6% from the floor and 65.7% from the foul line. Gerry McDowell and Bob Anderson have played
their final games as Mules. Anderson will p r obably
be remembered for his playing with hustle and
reckl ess aband on , McDow ell fo r his physical and
verbal assistance in helping referees p ick u p f ouls
committed on h im. Dave Arsenault's career as a:
Mule has come to an end also.
Harvey scored the most points by a Cobly sophomore in a season but he was not the only Mule to
break records. Coach Dick Whitmore , during the
Am herst gam e, b roke a p ersonal record by not
taking off his jacket until 8:20 remained in the
game. That surpassed his mark set in a game during
the '74-J75 season by 1:34. Whitmore also used
and crushed twenty-three paper cups in the UMaine
game breaking his old record of nineteen set in '73-'74
And that 's the season in a nutshell. Mule basketball fans must wait 'til next year for Colby to pursue .
that elusive tournament berth . • ; •; • -r' .i <(. _' a ;.. , :[,i _ ?
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Pu cksters
Fall
To
Bowdoin
—Larry Sparks

Last week, the second seeded Division II
Bowdoin Polar Bears, sp orting an 11-_2.divisional
record, came to Alfond Arena for a tournament Warm-,
up. It wasn't long before they realized that Colby was
entertainingideas of an upset, as Paul Spillane and Paul
Philbin set up the opening tally for Bill MacLean at
the 7:10 mark of the first period. The first few minutes
of action were m arked by conservative play on the part
of the Polar Bears who wanted to avoid being injured
for the playoffs by the aggressive Mule forechecking.
Bowdoin, however, was able to notch one goal before
the period's end.
The second period was^p layed evenly in the shots on
net department, but the Bowdoin goalie, former Maine schoolboy standout, John Cross, was able to shut ofif the
Mules offense while at the other end, two pucks
were tucked behind Dave Tozer within a forty-three
second defensive lapse.
It took two more Bowdoin goals in the final
frame before Mike Harper got one back with hel p from
Jim Tribblc and Chriss Morrissey. Then Bowdoin
came on strong and showed why theywere ranked
second by taking the play to Colby and adding two
more goals to make thp final score 7-2. ..
It was thej astgame for seniors, Karl M ethuen ,
Jack Rowbottom, Harper and Philbin and they 'll
be greatly missed next season as each figured heavily
in Colby's goal production this year. . , ' .. .
So now it's time to hang up the skates and take a
look back at some of thehighlights pf this, season's
Professor Archibald puts some English on his shot
disappointing 4-18 season ; a record which is not
(photo by Pe ter Secor)
very indicative of the teams' overall hockey talent.
Final statistics showed that Colby was outscored 153;
75 in twenty-two games; The Mule wins%ere against
Holy Cross, Babson, Norwich , and Wesleyan . Leading
This winter varsity squash enjoyed a limited amount
scorers were Paul- Philbin with 10 goals and 14 assists
of success. 4t was a blinding
for 24 points, Bill MacLean (15-8-23), Jack O'Ncil
firstyear for the Mules.f*Wkh a
and second year 'f j kff iits, the
squad madri^ ^j ^fwn^sily
(8-13-21), Paul Spillare (7-11-18), and Jeff Wheeler
racket men took O^siich established schools as Harvard,
(6-11-17). Goalie Mike Slavin had an assist.
Trinity, Bowdoin , Franklin and Marshall and the Naval AcaThe Mule's goals against average was 6.95 overall. Dave
demy. Against less powerful teams there were some imTozer , in seven games, had an average of 7.30, Mike
pressive individual wins. But the team never put it all toSlavin, in four games, posted a 8.11 per game average.
gether on the same day. There were good individual wins;
Goalies Cheesenien, Haase, and Gray allowed 4.27, 9.75,
The Women 's Hockey Team sp lit a double header
by No. 6 man Doug Kaplan against Tufts and UNH , No.
and 5.51 goals per game respectively.
with Assabet Valley (Mass) over the weeken d to finish
Hockey fans shouldn t look back for too long,
9 Jon Hickok against Milton, and No. 1 captain Ben Thornthe season with a very respectable record of twelve wins
dike against Wesleyan and Tufts ,
however, but should look ahead to the prospects of
and six losses.
The two team victories were against the MIT J.V. and next season under the able command of Jack Kelley,
In the first game, Assabet jumped to a quick 2-0
and before you can say "New. England Whalers",
the Bowd oin J.V. The MIT match, an 8-1 victory, showed
lead as Colby appeared slow and disorganized. Play was
experience.
Colby will have a winning hockey team.
The
Bow
good
wins
over
opponents
with
similar
in the Colby zone throughout the first period as" the Mules
MIT
the
as
showing
not
as
strong
a
and
managed only six shots on the opposition. The team skated doin score was 5-4
victory but respectable chou gh for a match which began '
hard in the second and third periods, but were unable to
half an hour after asuspenseful 5-4 loss to Tufts .
capitalize as Assabet came out on top 6-2. The Colby
After the end of the season 35 entrants from Colby
goals were scored by Connie Crosby and Amy Butcher ,
and
the
Waterville area competed in the first annual "Colby
with assists credited to Carol Doherty, Lee Johnson , and
Tournament. " The finals were played beOpen
Squash
Linda Smith. '
fore a large.gallery . With Ben Thorndike defeating varThe tables were turned on Saturday as the Mules
At the New.England Champ ionships last week the
sity squash coach Doug Williams , 3-0.
were psyched to win the last game of the season. Colby
swim team faced top competition and failed to
Colby
The team looks forward to a stronger season next. .
mou nted a 1-0 lead in the first few moments as Betsy
score any team points. However, Coach MikejH oid ges
year with all but one player returning. The raquetment
Blackwell scored, Assabet rallied to tie the game but
pointed out that the Mules' performances were rather
certainly missed Jamie Cowie for the second half of the
Colby's Carol Doherty came throug h with a hi gh shot
impressivcas numerous Colby records were shattered
season and Kevin Leddy for the first half. As the year
to the upper right corner to put Colby back on top. As- .
or challenged. He stated that the tough competi tion at "
before both were valuable contributors. Coach Doug Wilsabet then scored two quick ones to end the period with
the meet prevented Colby from gaining points.
liams deserves special thanks for the great amount of
a 3-2 margin.
On Saturday Brad Germain and Gus Townsley,
'the righ t combinations and attiWith
devoted.
time
he
Tension mounted in the final stanza as penalties
swimming in the same heat of the SOO free, broke the
year.
to both sides demonstrated the desire to win. With three
be
the
school
record of 5:19.9 with times of 5:18;8 and 5:14.4
will
next
year
tudes,
minutes left in the period Betsy Blackwell tied it up,
respectively. Peter Dwyer set a school reco rd of 57.5 in
with assists to Lee Johnson and Carol Doherty, Assathe 100 fly, and Steve Cummings rewrote the books
bet seemed satisfied with the tie, but the officials called
with a 1:00 time in the 100 back. Earlier in the ' com=
for sudden death overtime.
petition both Dwyer and Cummings" had fallen less than
Both teams p layed a defensive game for the opena second away from establishing new marks in the 200
ing minutes but then the game got roughen Lee Johnyard versions of their respective events.
In the relays the team of Marc Alperin , Germain ,
son was penalized for a cross-check but Colb y managed
40
Cummings and Dwyer fell two tenth s of a second shy
Eta St.
to hold off the power play. Seconds later Assabet wing,
872-6481
of tying the school record in the 800 free relay.. In the
Mary Girard was sent to the penalty box for checking
{'
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
|i
400 medley relay Cummings , Dwyer, Townsley, and
Johnson into the boards., Lee wouldn 't have any of that
4
Dave Quigley fell a second short of breaking the school
and proceeded to win the game, 4-3 for the Mules on a
Imported Cheese
2 P"HW
Quigley also came within three tenths of a serecord.
h Ttalian-Dagwood
!
& Ham
wrist shot from the top of the faceK>f? circle.
cond
of
breaking
the Colby record in the 100 breast.
1 Tuna & Roast Beef
Ice Cubes ' Beer-Ale
7 > Playing their lasfcjjahi c for Colby.were seniors ConWith
no
Golby
' swimmers qua l ifying for the Na2
Sandwiches
.
Wine
nie Crosby, Karen Smi$, $iii&*Gtfdnto,\f kro l Mclntyre,
Janet
and
tionals
the
swim
season
is over. However, it ended on
ydia McAnemey
s
trjjcaptiins itfj^rtJarry ,
X.
Sun
Thurs.
^
Fri & Sat
•
an up note with the Mules winning their last two meets
- !
*
, and Valerie Jones^ Although the team will * 2 8.30-r
Mcl^lanama
./¦
-J l i p Q
8
30-12:00
j
and
finishing at 4-4 for the year. Their perform ances
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¦
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Pro Exp ansion....?
—Evan Katz
Baseball fans may be in for a long Bicentennial
summer if the season doesn't get off the ground. However,
with politicians like Qongressman Hamilton Fish of
New York running around Washington, the summer may
not be a total loss. Fish has cosponsored a vital piece
of legislation that would, now brace yourself , make the
apple America's Bicenntennial fruit. With no baseball
being played we can sit around next July eating red,
white and blue apples flipping last year's baseball cards
against the front.steps awaiting the NFL exhibition
season.
Also, bored and irritated Red Sox fans can organize
a search for Dick .O'Connell's mind. After the Red
Sox recent giveaway, which sent Dick Drago to the Angels
for Moe, Larry, ancfCurly, the Sox announced that
O'ConnelFs mind had gone AWOL. The person who
finds it will receive the job as Red Sox bullpen coach '
and a lifetime supply of tranquilizers.
O'Connell is pretty hard to figure out. He has pulled
off one questionable trade (Moret for House), and the
Drago debacle is doubly hard to justify. But the
surprising thing is that this is the same General Manager
that got Ferguson Jenkins for nothing (cash , Beniquez,
Barr, and Skok). I hope O'Connell has something worked
out to rectify the Drago blunder. How about Diego
Segui for Rollic Fingers?
Starting in 1977, the Kingdome will be the new home
of Seattle's second baseball team in eight years. The
domed stadium is planned ta b e the home of an
expansion team, just what baseball doesn't need. With ¦'
teams like Detroit; Houston^ Chicago (NL), Min nesota,
and Montreal holding a; monoply oh inferiority, the
present seems like a- poor time to expand. Baseball
doesn't need another collection of nomads like the, ,
a
1969 Seattle Pilots or the 1962 New York Mets.

Baseball should also realize • wh at has happened
to the qu ality of play in the National Hockey League
since Clarence Campbell initiated the reckless expansion
ten years ago. The gap in talent between top teams and
cellar dwellers is ridiculous, and only one of the six
original expansion teams, the Flyersj -fcra top contender
today. Parity between the established teams and the
recent expansion teams is still light years away, except
in a few cases where extraordinary mismanagement has
niined teams (Red Wings, Rangers), or brilliant and
shrewd operations has elevated them (Islanders). Also,
whatever degree of parity that exists today is still
tainted by the presence of t-he Washington Capitals '
and the Kansas City Scouts who have contributed
over 200 wins to their rivals!records in less than
two years.
Overall, expansion in hockey has been, at best, an
extremely limited success, when focusing on the quality
of play. Major league owners should not see baseball as .
being immune to this problem. In fact , they should
realize that baseball is already suffering from the effects
of mediocre play.
Expansion will not solve any problems for baseball .
It would just create new ones. A franchise shift , from
a city which has already proved it cannot support a
baseball team (hello Baltimore, Oakland, Minnesota),
to Seatde, would end this" mess.
Plus, with the Kansas City Royals pulling themselves together (90 plus wins in '75) and the Milwaukee
Brewers playing b arely acceptable baseball, the American
League can boast about parity and balance being
achieved, despite the stated excess of mediocrity. Let's
hope the AL owners have more sense than their NHL
counterparts.
Oh a happier and healthier note, let it be said that the
Red Sox have an excellent chance at drawing two
million people to Fenway this year. In 1968 they fell
56,000 short of the coveted mark despite being out
of the pennant race by late August. It all depends on the
weather in April and Septem ber and whether or not Dick
O'Connell attempts to trade Fred Lynn and Jim Rice to*
General Electric for spare lightbulbs for the new score-'
board.

Clark Barks
—Andrew Dennison
I look at Bobby Orr's endless negotiations with the
n<w Bruins' management and see such expressions as
"lifetime security" and "multi-year, multi-million dollar contract " bantered about as if everyday ; I hear of
Freddy Lyn n's $2 m illion contractual aspirations, and
people say "w ell , maybe he deserves it." I read that former baseball commissioner Judge:"Happy" Chandler agrees that baseball is no longer a pastime, but a bu siness.
Maybe we should all sit home with our sport ticker
tape and follow the progress of the "business" from there.
We would immediately know the result, its ramifications,
and its significance. Then we wouldn 't have to struggle
through-traffic or wedge into the subway on the way to a
game; never again would we have to pay through the nose
for a parking p lace; nor would we be forced to walk all
the way to the park , pushing and shouting through crowds
of fellow fans. Thank God , we won 't have to eat those
gastronomic disasters known as Hot Dogs, nor be forced
to swill down gallons of flat beer. It's a good thing we
won't suffer from "bleacher burn" anymore; the sun is
sooo hot out there in the summer. And lastly , praise the
Lor d, we don't have to risk heart attack or nervous breakdown when exposed to the tensions of a champ ionshi p
playoff.
All this is for the fan. Heaven forbid that an underpaid player should decide the world championship. He 'll
know his place and only perform in exact accordance with
his contract. Of course there will be the added pressure
on the-overpaid stars, but then their contracts will spell
out exactly now manv eamc-winning hits allowed, the
number of game-saving catches permitted, etc. They 'll
know their purpose and won't intrude upon others' bailiwicks. Oh , I can 't wait; it 'll be s o n ice , a predictable game
with no quirks, errors, wills of God , unexpected occurrences,
like-a sciub winning the game. Just what we"need in this
world — a little stability.
Good luck , B obb y and Fredd y. I hope you get all
the money you can grab. If you are accused by some evangelical sportswriter of being greedy, don't forget to point
to your lawyer as the culprit. He can always go to court
and prove he isn't, and that he is only doing his job. Don 't
forget, Orr and Lynn, that your sport is a business and
you're only in it for the money, ( .Otherwise, you'd be hap- :
py to be in Ontario or California selling insurance or real
estate. What a pain in the ass it must be to go out every
day and play a sp ort!. I bet yon drag yourself out to your
position every day, Fred. Good thing you don't play in
the rain; that would be too much. And Bobby, lucky you
play indoors. I pity you , having to lace up those skates
every time you have a game. Maybe with the extra bucks
you can hire a private lacer.
Tough job , being a pro athlete.

*************************************

. All hail Bill Veeck!! He has turned the tide on progress. He replaced the absurd artificial infield in Chisox
Park with real grass. If they could only get him into the
National League and convince some of those commodityconscious owners that a plastic field creates a plastic game.
*************************************

Boy was it fun playing art IFL hockey game!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *n****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Goalie Mtke Slavtn defends Colby net agotnst Bowdoin attackers

(photo by Peter Seccr)
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Every SUN thru THURS .
DRINKS & DRAFTS Wprice
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FLORIDA TRIP no. 1
X Want to spend spring break in Florida? (Daytona Beach)
jj You can for only $115
X Yotir $115 includes: Transportation
ft
Food
0
Lodging
x What 's the catch? We 're driving down in a Winneb ago
X MLbtor Home. We will only provide meals'while we're
0 in transit down to and back from Daytona Beach .
ffi We will be stay ing at a campground callqd Rose
X Bay.Travel Park, which has a swimming pool, showers,
j electrical hook-ups, and just about all the conveniences
E we'll need.
c The first 10 people to give me a $25 deposit will¦¦go.¦ > ¦
•: - . ' , . ; ' •¦ •
" "V V\ '¦' • '..•,
I
1 For further information , call ext. 544. Wally Gorman.

Answers to last week's QUIZTIME: Jean Saubert bronze and silver medalist in alpine skiing in the 1964 Olympics ; David Hemery - gold medalist in 1968 Olympics in
400 meter intermediate hurdles ; Mark Mano - ex-NBA
official , known for his incompetency ; Raoul Ramirez pro tennis player; Shirley ChaCha Muldowney - drag racing
champion; ChaCha Mulave - former middleweight boxing
contender from NYC and quite a snappy dresser at that.
This week's QUI ZTIMEi Mike Roy , Jeff Lovit?,
Carter Lord , Ray Ruffels , Roy Hobbs.

Pr oud to be Your
Food Service

"Ballads , Barroo m, and
Bombast"
Song with sp irit

THE ARTS
Future Student
Arts Fe stival
Events

-Jenny Holan

The 1976 Student Arts Festival is sponsoring these
events for the coming week:
Hamlet, co-sponsored by Powder and Wig, will be
presented at 8 pm , Friday, Saturday, and Sunday ni ghts
at the Waterville Opera House.
The Clarion Brass Ensemble will perform at 8 pm
this Saturday ni ght in Given Auditorium.
Thomas Hunter, '78, will speak on "Archaeology
at Colby" at 4 pm , Monday, in room 106A Bixler.
Fran Merritt, director of the Haystack School, will
a
give slide presentation on the Haystack Project at Arcosanti at 3 pm , Tuesday afternoon , in the Robins and
Hurd Rooms on second floor Rob erts. The Haystack
Project , a non-profit organization located at the Arc'osanti construction site in Cordes Junction , Arizona, is ^
a small experimental corn munity seeking to define the
role of artists and craftsmen within their environment
and culture.
Next Thursday, the final day of the Student Arts
Festival , the Colby Music Series will present a performance by the pianist Thomas Richner at 8 pm , in Given Auditorium.
The Student Arts Exhibit in the Jcttee Gallery,
Bixler, will end Saturday, March 14; the Maine Bicen- '
tennial disp lay of Indian crafts from the Northeast
woodlands will be exhibited in the gallery until March 18
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welcomes the Colby Community
to enioy a f ine meal in a
quie t, relaxed atmosphere
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You Know Whose Pub
4 to 8 p.m. .

.

$1.25

•

.

Tucs - Monte Cristo Sandwich $1.50
Wed - Mam and Cheese Sandwich $1.60
Thurs - Bottomless Salad Bowl $1.50
. Fri - SteakSandwich
I

'

v

'A j ^HL

$1.75 '-

Sat - Sou p 'n Sandwich Add $.25 to the
price of a '/. or whole sandwich
All Specials include coffee , tea or a draft beer
for $.05.
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DINNER
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Coming Attractions :

Thursday, March 11
and Friday the 12th - Ban d X
Saturday the 13th -Lou McNally
Monday the 15th - Cruzin
y
Tuesday the 16th and Wednesday the 17th - John Dandurand
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America n and Chinese cuisine
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$1,75

Mon - Pub Biirgcr

2 SILVER ST.—WArtl tyiLLE-« 73-i2771
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more than a .fine restaurant "
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This Friday evening some very fine jaz z talent
will be in the Coffeehouse. The New England Jazz
Quartet, led by Avon Hill recording artist, Steve
Merriman, is a very, contemporary and original jazz
band. Their, music encompasses everything from
highly structured imp rovisational and compositional
settings to'totally free group expression. Pianistcomposer Merri man, who has been performing the
past ten years, is often compared to other great talentsuch as McCoy Tyner and Theolonius Monk ; he has a
strong sense of musical purity and originality . His
moving compositions draw on both classical and jazz
backgrounds.
/ Merriman, the central element of the Quartet,
is backed by some very talented musicians. On tenor
sax,,flute and clarinet is Mike Scott ,.a member of the
faculty at the Berklee College of Music who is also
a composer for the quartet. Scott enhances Merriman 's
piano in a delicious and appealing way. Tim Wells,
electric and acoustic bass, is also from Berklee. Much of
classical influence in the Quartet 's music is a result of
Wells' background as a member o»f the HarvardRadcliffe Orchestra and the Brookline Symphony . On
drums, Gil Grahm , provi des not only a very excellent
background for all compositions, but also some very
fine individual solos.
'
More important than the individual musicians is.
the Quartet's music which will undoubtedly be some
of the finest jazz brought to the Coffeehou se this year.
Friday evening find some time, a Ballantine, 75 cents
and make it on up to the Coffeehouse. The music
shall be good!

We had all waited with our quick breath bated , looking
forward to "Ballads , Barrooms and Bombast," Colby 's
concert of 19th century song. On Friday evening it
finally arrived in the full ripeness of devoted practice.
Mrs. Sara Armstrong, Mrs. Carrie Samuel, Mr. Paul
Either , Mr. Phil Freund , and Miss Karen Blough sang
with a heavenly sweetness to Mr. John Mulcahy 's
thrilling and sensitive pianoforte accompanimen t through
a formidable six-part program of parlor songs written
^
between. 18 30 and 1905 .
When the curtain at Given Auditorium swept open
before a large and eager audience of on- and off- campus
dwellers, a sight was revealed that sent the breath flying
from all on wings of wonder. For there stood the
group, with props , costumes and even furnitu re
of the very century, in assorted colors. As the evening
progressed with vivid scenes from America's heritage,
Mr. Mike Yeager showed his magical skill: the lights
gloamed smoothly, then rose in brilliance to heighten
c
the tenseness of the experience, which was alread y
highly emotional.
Each of the excellent singers shone in solos as
well as in ensembles. Mrs. Samuel's moment was "Let
us all speak our minds" by J.G. Maeder; for Mr.
Freundit was probably "Asleep in the, Deep," b y Mr.
H.W. Petiie. Was there a heart whose cockles v.ere
not warmed by Miss Blough's lovely rendering of Annie
F. Harrison 's "In the Gloaming"? Was there a mother who
listened dry-eyed to Mr. Bither ."Just Before the Battle ,"
singing music of Mr. George F. Root? And who could
resist the spell as Mrs. Armstrong told the story :
"Father's a Drunkard, " by Mrs. E.A. Parkhurst?
Mr. Mulcahy was consistentl y brilliant/,but perhaps most
awesome in the epic, "The Ship On Fire, " by Mr.
Henry Russcll-a stupendous drama , masterfully
performed by only four students-cut adrift as it
were. Th ough they numbed their hearers with the
terror of their tale, they met a sea of applause, at the
' ,.
j oyous conclusion.
„.
• There were many memorable moments, such as .the .
delightful glim pses of "New York , " the lilting melody
of "The Old Arm Chair," the charmingly chatty
"Chowder," and the ethereal "Balloon ," as well as
"The Hutcbinsor..", touching "The Horicultural
Wife ," featuring the haunting tune of "Boil That
Cabbage Down." Everything was memorized. The pitch
was tru e and the words clear.
* Yet though it seems incredible , these mentions
acknowledge but a small part of the wealth of golden
euphony that flowed forth on Friday last. Trom the
idiotically simple settings (one line sung in three
octaves) to the most intricate ones (quick exchanges in
mid-phrase), the Victorian Vapours Singers were
polished and spirited in the same breath , so to
speak. Thanks are due to all , including Mrs. Freda
Gray-Masse, instru ctress of Mr. Freund , Miss Blough ,
and Mr. Bither, and to the Student Arts Festival.
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Evening Dinner Specials

.(Friday 3/12 @ 8:30 75cents )
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—Jane Sudol
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They will
be here Friday
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across from Elm Flaw
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Plants Ali ve
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., 'V _ Crowing Concent "
(acrost from City Hall)

FINE PLANTS AND OTHER

HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Offering a.11 types of plant care and'
repair services.

BERRY'S
ART SU PPLIES
74 MAIN STREET
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Cred it Hoar
Questi onnair e Returns
The Stu—A sub-committee to study the credit
hour system at Colby can draw no conclusi ons
about Colby community's opinions trom this survey.
The small number of returns makes it imp ossible to
determine accurately where the student bod y or the
faculty stand on this issue. However, we are still interested in effecting a change in the present educational po
licy at Colby. An open meeting will be held this Friday
night at 8:30 to discuss and formulate a new educational proposal to bring b efore the EPC. Everyone is invite d
to attend. Remember, the meeting will be held in Robins Lounge, at 8:30 this Friday evening. If there are
any questions, please contact Han k Offinger or John
Saunders , 305 Robins, extension 545.
Faculty
47
Students 364
Breakdown of students by class :
Freshmen
107
29.39%
119
Sophomores
32.69-%
67
18.40%
Juniors
Seniors
71
19.50%

Participants :

Breakdown of Participants by Division :
Students:
Faculty.
23.07%
11
23.40%
84
41.20%
20 42.55%
150
16 34.04%
97
26.64%
33 "
9.06 %

Under.the present credit weighting system, would you pre
fer:
1. 5 courses per semester at 3 credits p~er course.
2. 4 courses per semester at 3 credits per course .
3. 4 courses per semester at 4 credits per course.
Faculty
Students
II
23.40%
No answer . 32 . 78.79%
15 ' - 31.91%
61
16.75%
1..
114
31.31-%
3
6.38% '
2. T
18
38.29%
157
43.15% 3.

'. . '
. - .

How much credit sh ould Jan-Plan receive?
Students
Faculty
No Answer
149
40.93%
33
70.21%
One
16
4.39%
0
0
63
17.30%
2
4.25%
Two
"
Thr 'ee _
67
18.40%
5 ' " 12.76%
"
Four
19
5.21%
2
4.25%
Other
50
13.73%
4 ' .'-,- 8.51% '
How m any Jan—Plans should be required for graduation?
Students
Fa culty
15
4.12%
15
4.12%
No An swer 2
.54%
0
0
One
50
13.73%
7
14.89
Two
140
38.46%
4
8.51
Three
128
35.16
22
46.80
Four
29
7.96%
4
8.51
None

Do courses in your major/department go into enough depth?
Freshmen/sophomore courses—
Students
Faculty
. w
" 15.93%
58
4
8.5%
No answer
237 - 65.10%
34 72.34%
Yes
No
19.14%
9
18.95%
69
•

Ju nior/Senior courses —
, 4.25%
2
168 46.15% >
152
41.75% . . 34
72.34%
Yes
No44
12.08%
11
23.40%

Should failed Jan-Plans be allowed to be made up, if
less than 4 are required for graduation?
Faculty
S'i-. !di.:rfi "
80
21727%
19
40.42%
No answer
244
67.03%
12
25.53%
Yes
No
40
10.98%
16
34.04 %

No Answer

New

Sh ou ld the norm for courses at Colb y be:
Number of students per faculty member :
1. 4 credits/course
0-25 1
2.12%
2. 3 credits/cou rse option for augmented credit in some
26-50
. 7
14.89%
courses.
51-75 9
19.14%
17
3.
3
credits/course option for augmented ,
: 76-^10036.17%
. .
credit in all courses.
100 or more 13
2 7.65%
, :
4. Other
:r: '; ' "'• ' :l '- "
Do you know what Colby Varsmbution requirements are? & Students ,
Faculty
¦* ¦
'
«
¦?*
.,
'31%?
~ StudentsFaculty'
$ 27 . . 7.4%
*M8? i?
, No Answer
6.38%
,3
;
'
'
No Answer
0
0
6
1.64%
10
21.27%
'
1. '" ' '
113 31.04%
43
91.48%
342 93.95%
Yes
6217.03%
9
19. 14%
2.
16
4.3%
No
4
8.5 % .. .
138
37.91%
8. 17.02%
3.
24
6.59%
17 36.2%
4.
Are you in favor of Colby 's present distribution requirements?
Faculty
Students
Should Colby maintain a 4—1 —4 calendar?
6.
12.76%
21
5.76%
No Answer
Students
Faculty
161
44.23%
Yes
33
71.21% .
8 2.19%
5
10.63%
No Answer
a
No
182 50.0% .
17.02%
292
80:21%
32 68.08%
Yes
: ¦
!
. . .. . .
y
64 ' 17.58% ' ' ' 10 72 1.27% ' '" No "
'
Are you in favor of any distribution requirements?,
£
to
' £,
Faculty
Students •' * .. . '
a calendar of: •
Should'Colby Ohari^e
11
23.40%
49
13.46%
No Answer
1. 2 ' semesterS, 4% months each '
v
36
76.59%
270
74.17%
Yes
2. 3 semesters, 3 mon ths ea ch
0
0
45
12.36%,
No
3. 4 semesters, 5 weeks ea ch
4. Other
Which choice woul d you make in designing a Liberal Arts
education?
Students
Faculty
72.34%
No Answer
303
83.24%
34
1, Relatively large number of courses in relatively
¦
10.63%
1.
17
4.67%
5
~" ~
little depth .
2.
4.25%
20
5
.49%
2
2. Relatively large . number of c ourses in rela t ive
53.
4.25%
1.37%
2
dep th.
8,51%
4.
19
5.21%
4
3, Relatively sm all number of courses in relatively
little depth.
4. Relatively small number of courses in-depth .

F acul ty

17.02%
2.12%
46.80%
0
34.04%

Students
36
9.89%
24
6.59%
123 33.79%
4
1.09%
177 48.62%

¦
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CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD, Jr. N
Welcome Colby Parents

No Answer
1.
2.
3. - 4.

if Corey

\
j

C0C Officers

"~ >

8
1
22 .
0
16

No answer
Yes
No

Should this credit be .applied to:
Students
Faculty
No Answer
140 - 38.46%
3
6.38%
.
117
32.14%
3 6.38% . . . Regularly graded credit
Flexible credit
107
29.39%
4 8.51%

Do courses ou tside your major go into enough depth ?
(Studen ts only) " .
Freshman & Sophomore level :
Junior/Senior
48
13.18%
No Answer
182
50.0%
230 "63.18%
Yes
148
40.93%
86
23.62
No
. 3 3
9.06%

Natural Science
Social Science
Humanities
No Answer

Number of Credit H ours carried by students:
1.2-14 ' .
73r
20.05%:
'
15
27.19% ' . . .
99
16-17
150
41.20%
18 or more '4 2
11,53%

Using the same answers as in the.above question, what do
you see yourself doing (teaching or studying) this
-"
semester?
Students
Faculty .
20
42:55%
38
10.71%
No Answer
-32.12%
1.
6
12.76%
117
2.
34.89%
127 .
29.78%'
14
3.
3.57%
13
I
2.12%
18.6«%
4.
6
12.766%
68 .

Should Jan-Plan be given credit?
¦¦
Students
Faculty
14
3.84%
3
6.'38% . '
238 65.38%
12 25.53%
112 30.76% 7 32 68.08%
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Chart er

Illegal Flights
Although illegal, and thus unreliable, charters are not as openly promoted as they on ce were, you should
still check carefully before making your charter
reservation. Generally if the type of charter , name
of the airline and other details are easily obtained, the
fli ght is probably legitimate. But if you have difficulty
finding out this type of information, it may be
because the flight isn 't being operated according to
the regulations.

f light
Inf o

Three Types of Charters

(A consumer-servicearticle prepared by the Council
on International Educational Exchange)

Travel Group Charters (TGC's) are available to
everyone with no eligibility requirements. However,
all bookings must be made at least 60 days in advance.
Generally, if you locate a suitable TGC flight, you don't
need to worry about the reliability of the operator
because each flight must be authorized by the CAB before
it can be advertised. And one of the best points to
remember abou t the TGC is that there 's no way you
can lose your money if the flight is cancelled. TGC
operators are required to place all your money into
an escrow account in a bank. It must be held by the
bank unti l yourflrght is satisfactorily completed. All
TGC s mus t be offered on a round-trip basis and most
fli ghts available are for short periods of time, usually e.
1to 3 "weeks. An extensive series of longer summer,
semester and academic-year TGC flights are offere d by
the Council on International Educational Exchange, a
non-profit organization with head quarters at 777
United Nations Plaza , New York , New York 10017.
To obtain information on fli ghts and other student
travel services, conta.ct the :
Assistant to Dean of Faculty, Doris Downing
located in 205 Eustis Building ,
phone ExtJ84
(Or write to CIEE , 777 United Nations Plaza, New York
New York 1001 7.>

If you're 'considering a trip abroad , your first step
should be to locate a reliable charter fli ght. Charter
fares are generally the cheapest way to fly overseas,
and can .save you several hundred dollars over the cost
of a scheduled flight.
Airlines such as Pan Am and British Airways
operate charter flights to Europe in addition to their
regular scheduled service. Other airlines , such as
TIA and World , are known as "supplementals" and they
operate chartered flights only. Although the names of
the supp lementals are generally not as well known ,
both types of airlines operating from the U. S. are
required to meet the same safety requirements , and
service on charters-m eals , movies, etc.--is usually
comparable to that offered on economy-class schedu led
flights.
Charters from the United States are required to be
round-tri p flights, but this is usually a small price to pay
for the large savings over fares on scheduled fli ghts. The
only disadvantage is that there is always a possibility
that a charter might be cancelled because not enough
seats were sold. This risk.is minimal if you make your
reservations with an experienced , reliable organizer.
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the beverage
warehouse
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Burger King Road

X

j

Canada Dry Ginger Ale

K

I

Orange Spot c Club Soda

ft

2/$,75 $4.45/casc

8

Cott Tonic Water

0

64 oz. Pepsi $.73

0

{

Beer Wine Soda

A

1

Chips and Cheese

A

\

[
J

Qts. ^75 ,

0

1- Change in bowel or
• • .
bladder habits.
2.A sore that does notheal .
3. Unusual bleeding
or discharge.
. 4.Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.
5. Indigestion or
difficulty in
swallowing.
6-Obvious change
in wart or mole.
7-Nagging cough
, or hoarseness.
If you have a warning
sign , see your doctor!

AMERICAN
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JEANNE'S BEANS
Dear Mother O Bnen ,
I'm an incurable sweet tooth — 3.3 sugarsin my
coffee (a little coffee with my sugar), 16 cups a day, 365
days per year. For all you math majors , that 's 19,272 per
year —and that's before dessert! Any advice before I put
my dentist on easy street for the rest of his life?
"
v Sally Sweet
Dear Sally,
Many students are currently looking into the advantages of white sugar vs. honey . Hopefully , the following
chart will be helpfu l.
MINERALS

:

calcium
0
phosph orousO
0.1iron
potassium 3.0
sodium
1.0

thiamin
riboflavin
niacin

-

'¦

v

0
0
0

trace / —
0.04
—
0.3
—

Cream the butter, with an electric mixer if possible, until
it is creamy and light , add the honey and creamthem to- .
gether.
Beat in the eggs, salt , and vanilla.
Stir together the baking powder, milk p owder, and whole
wheat flour; add it to the creamed mixture, and blend.
Stir in the seeds, nuts, raisins, and chips.
Drop by teaspoons onto an unoiled cookie sheet.
Bake for 10 to 13 minutes at 375 degrees.
'
THANKS
I have so many people to thank for the wonderful
surprise that was given tq rne last Sunday , but it'll be awhile
before I get around to seeing each of you personally. For
a change I was truly at a loss for words (but notfor tears)
during most of the afternoon , so now that I have composed
myself and come back to reality (as much as possible, anyway ) , I want to express my warrnest and sincerest thanks '
to each of you , A big THANK-YOU for coming to the
party and for contributing towards the plane ticket, but
more importantly , thanks for being the true friends that
you are. You 've really given me a memory to"cherish forever.
Much love, and many
-i
many thanks Jeann e O'JBrien
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Drop in for a delicious ,
Vj /irjff II O
O
Roast Beef Sandwich or Pizza
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Take out Service
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0.11
0.19
2.0

143
11
1.4
242 .
14
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0.01
0.01
0.2

5
6
0.5
51
5

The first column is for white sugar, granulatedvthe second
is b rown sugar (beet or cane); the third is molasses (third
extraction); the.fourth is honey (strained or extracted);
and the filial column is for rnaple sugar.
And , as an added attracti on at ho ex tra charge, a
tried and true recipe to give you a chance to employ your
new-found knowledge of sugar essentials -.
Gorp Cookies : for 11 dozen cookies — 2 cookies =
approximately 2 grams of usab le protein , 5-6% of average
daily protein need.
% cup milk powder
1 cup butter
IV. cups honey
1 cup sunflower seeds
1V_ cu ps peanuts * roasted
2 eggs,'beaten
.
V_ teaspoon salt
and coarsely choppe
-pups
.
.
,
.,.
raisins
.l^
.yanilla
,_
,
2 tcasp.oon.s
., :j
,
dcj?
w^^aspi6a«r,b_king.pow. r>rn &Yti$Ws Jpfapcold.tc or
'• "'"¦ VA cups whole wheat flour
carob chips .
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684
84
16.1
2927
96
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85
19
3:4
344
31
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Groceries

COLD BEER dp e,itill Midnight

Tel. 873.4372
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home of Maine sea food
HEARTIE $Y RATE IN TOWN
Fah ulous Antipaito SaUdi .Grirden. Ravioli
Delicious Strilci, Lasafna, Manicoti
BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
food and drinks ¦ ¦ ' • '
. 'very reasonable prices '
.

|
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Orders to Go 873-3 7?I
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Maine

CIRCULATION

Crimirtal
Histor y

ACADEMYAWARD

*

Pro posal

NOMINATIONS

A state plan for collecting and storing or disseminating criminal history record information is due March 16,
including .
1976 State Rep. Judy Kany told the Kennebec Valley Civil
Liberties Union at their February meeting held at the Universalis! Unitarian Church
The plan must provide for security , comp leteness and ac
curacy , and in Maine said Rep. Kany, it is planned to keep
records manually with only lists of names computerized.
She
stated that local criminal information is sent to the DisSTANLEY KUBRICK
trict court and the State Bureau of Identification. From the
state, the information is sent to the National Criminal Information Center operated by the FBI.
There is a limit of one year's time on dissemination of
irrest records, although after a year conviction records may
be given without the individual's consent. An individual is
basically assured access to important data kept on himself
and on the state level can gain-access by applying to Lt. Wilson, communications officer oLthe FBI . Fingerprints arc
required for state record access.
In Waterville , Rep. Kany and Sgt. Cates of the W aterville Police Department stated that it has never had any one
challenge his own record . Locally if satisfied as to the identification of an individual, fingerprints are not required to hav
_____¦ ' * *_^R_fi__S__R ^^____!^___r ^^ J^___k
A
his own record shown him.
stressed
that
expungement
of records
In Maine, Kany
means that they are not dissiminated, not that they are destroyed and become irretrievable . She stated that more peoWritten for the screen and directed by
ple should become aware of the state meaning of expungement.
The March meeting of the KVCLU-will feature the
second in the series of bicentennial films on the Bill of
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON WARNER BRQS RECORDS AND TAPES
(Rights and the two fihns shown will explore the issues of
from W_rner Bros©AWarnerCommualcaUonsCompany |PGl TExxSSnisW
free press versus trial by jury and the right to counsel. These
films will be open to the public.
"A wonderful , sad, funny, boisterous; L
f
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A Brand To The End
• Of The World
—Dave Dane
Hamlet, unfortunately, isn't controversial enough
for this column; Coriolanus, however, is.
The last of Shakespeare's tragedies (1609?)^ Coriolanus, as most critics have generally conceded , "is
not a general favorite." Neverth less, at least one
twentieth century critic , T. S. Eliot , has pointed
out the relevance of this play for the modern reader;
saying in effect : Hamlet was the tragedy of the 19th
century ; Coriolanus will be the tragedy of the
20th. In 1934 Eliot 's prediction appeared at last to
be coming true: in Paris a production of this play caused
rioting amoung both factions of extremists, left and
right. A few years later , a similar phenomenon occured
in Germany. Many years later , Co riolanus again raised
havoc, this time in New York. Needless to say, the
play is seldom perform ed , and unfortuneatly , not
often read; it is iTdt on the ti p of everyon e's tongu e. It
is a difficult and disturbing play ; most critics will
concede that it has not been a general favorite.
The controversy has something to do with the topics
of this play : hunger, or who eats, and who doesn 't ;
politics — rule by the mob, or rule by a few, war or peace!
The tragedy is the story of Caius Martius Coriolan us, who!
life Shakespeare learned of in North's translation of
Plutarch's Lives. It is the story of a brilliant, and
daring Roman captain , whose military victory over an
attacking northern enemy , led to a nomination for a
political position. His outspoken views on the plebians, wr.
"rubbing the poor itch of your opinion/ Make yourselves
scabs. ", and his aristocratic zeal cause him to be
banishe d , >
y :'YcTu common cry of curs ! Whose breath I hate
As reek of the rotten fens, whose loves I prize
As the dead carcasses of unburied men
That do corrupt my air , I, banish you!

I

&HAIRCUTTING

/ "MY FAVORITE MOVIE OF THE MONTH. I LOVED IT SO_ ^ fc ,\
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"There is a world elsewhere.'" he exclaims, and he
goes directly to the Volscians , the attackers fro m the
north. With Coriolanus as their leader , they now
successfully siege Rome: Coriolanus threatens to
destroy his beloved City . In a very dramatic fifth act,
Coriolanus is finally convi need to spare Rome,
by his mother , who begs before him. He returns to the
Voscian capitol with news of a treaty , and the sparing
of Rome, and is murdered for his failure.
The play is despairingly ironic. For Coriolanus there
is no "world elsewhere". He is an "enemy of the people "
an epitaph Isben borrowed , along with a little of
Shakespeare 's irony, for his play of that title. He is
the most noble , supreme product of Roman culture ,
yet he cannot be permitted to live within it; he is
Rome 's protector , and then finall y Rome 's potential
destroyer.
The play is full of action and emotion . Tempers
flare , wars break out , and Rome is in the midst of
intern al turmoil. Against this background we see
Coriolanus marching about the stage, sh outing, in sulting, and comp laining. And yet the play is beautiful. The
poetry is exemplitive of the very best Shakespeare
wr ote , the'image ry is powerfu l , the characters fully
drawn . The tone is remarkable in its consistency .
The p lay ha s for ce , dimension , and a perfectly constructec
plot, .11 is one of my favorites.
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EVENTS FOR THE REMAINDER OF MARCH

March

.

STUDENT SPEAKING EVENTS

LBRiEFS

*

11.

PHI BETA KAPPA LECTURE - "What About Ethics
in Government? " Francis T.P. Plimpton , former Ambassador and Deputy U.S. Representative to the U.N.;
chairman of New York City Board . of Ethics — 8:15
p.m. — Given Auditorium.
12-14 Powder and Wig — Hamlet , directed by Richard
Sewell - 8 pan. — Waterville Opera House
13 Concert - The Brass Clarion Ensemble — 8 p.m. —
7
Given Au ditorium.
14 Sunday Chapel Concert — Adel Heihrich, college organist, performing Die Kanst der Fuge by J. S. Bach ,
(comp lete) — 4 p.m. — Lorimer Chapel .
15 Gabrielson Lecture — "Revolution and the American Revolution ," John Roche, Henry R. Luce, Professor of Civilization and Foreign Affairs, Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy .Tufts University —
8 p.m. — Given Auditorium.
16. Lecture — "The Haystack Project at Arcosanti ," Francis Merritt Haystack M ountain School of Crafts —
3 p.m. — Robins & Kurd Rooms (Roberts Union).
17 Lecture — John Cole, editor ,Maine Times — sponsored by Colby Environmental Council — 8 pm — ,
Lovejoy Auditorium.
18 Lecture - "The Philosophy of John Dewey, " John
McDermott, professo r of philosophy, Queens College of the City University of New York — 7 p.m. Lovejoy Auditorium? '' :\r :: :~"''* r' .'' .aa - ':
18 Colby Music Series Concert - Thomas Richner, pianist,
8 p.m. — Given Auditorium (admission by series subscription only).
19 Lecture/Demonstration on -piano son atas of Mozart —
Thomas Richner — 12:30 p.m. — Given Auditorium.
19 Mellon Lecture — "Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Douglas," Richard Ellmann , Goldsmith Profess or of Modern Literature, Oxford University — 8 p.m. — Lovejoy 215.
22
Lecture - "Consciousness in Concord ," Patrick Brancaccio, professor of English , Colby — 7 p.pv.— JRopins
"*,
& Smith Ro.oms^Ok'obetts Union)'. -7
aaocl "-*«:-;i' "i'«-i 'v U' /u. vJi.i/^i'J.'.'if ' :won>}.
—
24 Pbetry Reading — David Ray ,^University of Missouri
EnglisnTJfcpartnient
—
7
sponsored by
p.m. — Museum
of Art.
24 Winthrop Smith Lecture — "Underwater Archaeology
Excavation of the Submerged Sanctuary of Apollo in
the Argolid ," Michael Jameson, professor of classics,
University of Pennsylvania — 8 p.m. — GWen Au ditonum.
25
Lecture — "The Dickey-Lincoln.Controversy," Christian Herter III , executive secretary, Natural Resources
Council — sponsored by Colby Environmental Council - 8 p.m. - Bixler 106 A.

The Physical Education Department invites you to
take advantage of their spring offerings. Here's an opportu nity to learn golf; or perh aps ; you 'd like to get out in the
country on your bicycle. Do you swim as well as you wish
you could? Have you ever tried archery? These and other
classes are still open,
Anyone who has not registered may do so at the Ph ysical Education office, weekdays 9:00-1 2:00 am , 1-4:30 pm
or call Extension 227, ,
Classes begin after Spring Vacati on , April 5, and con¦ ':-' ";. ?£
tinue until May 14.
There are openings in the following classes.- Archery,
Badminton , Ballet , Bicycling, Modern , Dan ce, Fencing, Golf ,
Riding (all lev el*), Indivi d ualized Swim , Team Spor ts, (softball , etc.) and Advanced Tennis. ,

¦ / J:

Spring Semester The Louise Coburn Prizes for Reading
Preliminaries: 7 pm Monday, April 19, 204C Mil¦;' •;' ¦¦¦¦
"
. ler Library.
The Event-. Jette Art Gallery, Sunday , April 25 at
3 pm.
The Levine Prizes for Exte mporaneous Speaking
General Top ic: 1976: Celebration of Disillusionment?
Preliminaries: Friday, April- 30, 4 pm , 204C Miller
Library.
The Event : Wednesday, May 5, 7:30 pm, 106A Bixler
The Montgomery Interscholastic Speakin g Contest
(Open to secondary school students)
Saturday May 8, Lovejoy Building, 1:00 pm.

ROOM DRAW COMM ITTEE
Last year, under the directi on of Dean Seitzinger ,
the Colby Room Draw-Committee was formed. The
Committee was to function as an advisory body-— its
recommendations would be submitted to the Deans of
Students Office for approval , revision or rejection. .
The Committee has been formed once again this
year in an effort to obtain new student input into the
eternal problem of attempting to develop' an equitable
room selection process.
The Committee, corn prised of representatives
from all dormitories and fraternities ,has recently been
considering changes in last year's room draw procedure.
It organized the circulati on of a questionnaire to assess
student opinion oh such issues asV'degree of satisfaction with their present living accomodations, last year's
qu ota system and the success or failure of last year's
attempt , via the qu ota system, to vertically integrate all
dorms (i.e. insure that a.p ercentage of each class'would
draw into every dormitory).
The Committee discovered that, according to the
questionnaire results, students generally seemed pleased
with, the mix of classes within the doims. However, the
question of exactly what percentage of each class should
be housed in each dorm still posea a problem .which the
Committee must deal with.

. . ^ y^^^^re1

0?""1-

0

ing last year s room draw or^^
any suggestions
for the up^^^
coming one then p lease make them known to your Com
mittee representative. . His or her name is available in the
Dean 's Office . Student input will be the bi
ggest asset
to the Committee as it attempts to formulate
a room
selection procedure that can promise the greatest
good
to the greatest number .
' ' .

-Jay Hotchkiss
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. ,.„. , . , -^George D. M^i er .. , ., • , . , ¦ .,; .• . .. • , ,, , , • > ;
. .„ • •. Chairman , Senior Scholar Committee *

- ...

The Women 's Organiza t ion a t Col by mee ts every
Thursday ni ght at 7 pm in Dana Lounge. At;the moment
we are concentrating our efforts on improving the? gynecological services offered at Colby , however we,ar« in terested
in and open to all needs of Colby women.
We are about to form an informal literatu re^discussion
group , The time and p laice are to be announced, ,
If you are in terested , please come by Thursday nigh t.

s

skiJe j Je

Now students who want to work in Great Britain ,
France, Germany or Ireland don 't.haye to worry about all
the red tape usually involved in finding a job abroad . CIEE ,
the largest n on-profit stu dent .travel organization, in the
U.S., will make all the arrangeriients so that students can
work in any of these four countries.
The programln Germany is free,and includes a job
placement by the ZAV (the German national emp loyment
service). FWiiie^pr ^ta.m in 'ttfelancl:- tKii fee' „f$10; in
Great Britain , $25 ; in France, 325, or $85 if a job is prearranged "by the Paris office of CIEE.
Write for details and app lication forms to CIEE ,
Dept. J, at either 777 United Nations Plaza, New York , N.Y.
1001 7, or 236 North Santa Cruz, no. 314, Los Gatos, Calif.
7 , 7
950307

¦ -,

The' Senior Scholar Colin'rtiittee wishes to announce
its progra m for the academic year 1976-1977;- Candidates
must be members of the Junior-Class and must obtain the
support of their Department Chairmen and of a faculty
mem ber who will serve as Tutor for one full academic year
The program involves six credit howts each for two semesters with or, without an,included"J*nuary Plan and devotes
itself either to intensive scholarly work in an area of specific study: (and to an undergraduate dissertation) or to
the creation of tangible works of art (a group of poems,
paintings, sculp t ure , a novel , etc.).
A pplication forms and further information can be
received 'fr orh George D.' M aier , Room 203, Keyes Building. The deadline for filing the full y completed form s is
Friday , April 9, 1976 at 5i '30 pm; : After that date .the ' %
candidates may expect ' ro be interviewed Jjy trie Commi¦
ttee before they can be admitted. "" " ' " '"¦' " '' :' ')"" '
¦
w ; v - ¦ • ¦••

Would the person who removed the heavy metal
scotch tape dispenser from the Chapel (after the
Benigan talk) please retu rri it to the technical
services room in Miller.
7-i£- i;*:' "j 7V;_*- v»r!' ¦• ^P?^"^^ 1":

' , ' „ , .afesic-ie ;.
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For further details call Prof. Witham , Miller Library
203G , ext. 265 or 465-3994.

Palmer & Brunswick Sales . & Service
Cues Repaired ' ;
Tables Renovated

¦' ¦ '

¦¦

St. Patrick's Day Movie .
'The Quiet Man " starring.John Wayne in John

For d 's IRISH epic. Admission. 75_, LJ 100.
Sponsered by the Senior class.
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COLBY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
IS NOW SELLING
PEPPERIDGE FARM
^COOKIES
44 VARIETIES
55 t o. 83 cen ts
;

. .,

•

169 Math St .
MON-SAT • 9-12
SU N;
. 1-12 .
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Mim e people" --"' the judo 'room i's reserved for us on
Sundays from 1:00 and on Thursdays from 7:00.

HI RUN BILLIARDLOUN GE
-• WOMEN S ORGANIZATION
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MAKE YOUR SPRING VACATION TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS NOW ... DON'T BE' LEFT ,
'
IN H XO VlLLE FOR THE TH AW.
.

'
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CALL PAUL BISHOP
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EXT. 360
STUDENT REP. FOR WATERVILLE TRAVEL

SERVICE

:l
firsBl_BPs: "

EXHIBITI ONS

smu p ositions

Museum of Art - Student Arts Festival Exhibition - an
exhibit of student work at Colb y includin g paintings ,
ceramics , sculpture , weaving and vari ous other art
forms. Throu gh March 14.
— Selections from th e Permanen t Collection including the paintings of J ohn Marin . Throug h J une 15.
Hours .- Monda y through Saturd ay 10-12, and 1-4:30;
Sunday 2-4:30.

Southeastern Massa chusetts University , Dartmouth ,
Mass., is in the process df selecting its Residential Life
Staff for the academic year 1976-77. The positions available are: Head Resident , and Residen t Assistants.
Qualification s include: full-ti me enrollment in
either the SM U Graduate School (for Head Resident), or
full-time enrol lment in the under graduate school (for Resi
dent Assistant s). 'They must demonstrate intellectual
capacit y, qualities of leadershi p, maturity, communicati on
skills, and a sincere interest in students .
Seniors interested in attendin g graduate school at
SMU and also intere sted in applyin g for the Residential
Assistant Pro gram there , contact the Career Counseli ng
Office , 110 Lovejoy for info rmation and applications:

Summer Job*
The Ram Island Yacht Club in Noank (near Mystic)
Conne ticut , is looking for a Hea d Sailing Instructor , an
Assistant Sailing Instructor ,.and a Steward for the Summer
of 1976.
Details and qualifications for the positions are posted
on the "J obs " bulletin board in the Career Counseling Of :
fice, Lovejoy 110.
.\

*
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SUMMER JOBS IN EUROPE

The Showcase of Business , Education and Goverrii hent
Thurs , March 18 - Sat , March 20; 9 am — 5 pm.
Sheraton—Boston Hotel , Boston , Ma.
Companies , Career Education institutions
Government agencies and special career seminars.
HARVARD CONFERENCE

Was hington Semes ter Program

Harvard will be sponsoring a second Un dergraduate
Conference on Education th e weekend of March 19—21.
Stu—A has allocated funds for the registration and one-half
the travel expenses for one student. They will try and
match funds from the administration for th e second student
The conference will include several works hops on educati on, along with such dignitaries as the Ambass ador to J apan. All students interested please contact Dean Gillesp ie
or Steve Mixter by th e middle of next week.

App lications ar e now available for th e Washington
Semester Program for next fall. For applications and information see Professo r Maisel , Miller Library 1.5 D x 285.
Deadline : M arch 15.

i

. .

SUMMER OPENING : Steward/Cap tain
Cedarhurst Yacht Club
Lawrence , New York
Position requires a general knowled ge of water safety ;
' cense to operate launch boat , among other
ability and .li
duties. $100 per Week , dep ending on exp erien ce, h ousing
available . Contact Mr . Chalmers Handy, Lawrence Country
Day School ,-Meadowview Ave., Hewlett , N.Y. 11557. Or
to see description , contact Career Counselin g Office.

10th ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND CAREERS EXPOSIT ION

PROGRAM IN CAEN
'•

'¦

""

V

If you want information or app lications for the Colby
program at the Universite de Caen , see Mr. Fer guson , Lovejoy 326. Deadline : March 15.

Classif ieds

***
study in london

WANTED: Student Travel Consultant
to book rooms for: QUALITY INN/ AMERICAN
1055 North federa l High way
Fort Lauderdale , Florida 33304
Send letter indicatin g interest in position.

NEW STUDY O PP ORTUNITIE S in Lond on for college

If you would like a job in Europe this sum mer and
are between 17 and 27 , then write to this address now!
There are jobs ava ilable in Euro pe such as volunteer service
work , student ski tri ps to Austria , cycling in France , and
summer language camps. Room and board are free for
volunteer service work and other jobs are paid prop ortion all y. For more information write to:
SOS - Student Overseas Service . ' ' ¦ •' . , "
22 Ave de la Liberie
Luxembourg , Europe.

-~—~-—~——~——~-————————————__..
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J uniors , Seniors and Gra duates for September 1976.
After 15 years of successful programs for collegeage students in Paris and Madri d , Academi c Year Abr oa d
announces the opening of a program for college juniors ,
seniors , and graduate s in London ^ngland. Courses will
be available in the following areas: Eng lish L a ngu age a nd
Literature; History, specifically British history; History of
Ar t; Drama and Cinema ; Political Philosophy , Econom i cs
and Social Theory ; the Studio Arts : painting, sculpture ,
design and grap hi cs; the photograp hi c arts and film-making ;
Mass Communication ; journalism and media; the perform ing arts : acting, music , ballet and modern dance ; the rare
Foreign Languages. Students interested in further details
should writ e to Rab Thornto n at 221 East 50 Street , New
York , N.Y. 10022.

J ob placemen t specialists at Opportunity Research indicate that the re will be in excess of 50 ,000 good summer
jobs at National Park facilities , State Parks , dude ranches and
private summer camps. Studen ts are urged to apply early
(prior to April 1) as the good jobs go fast. Fre e information
on studen t assistance for summer job placement may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to Op- '
This is to inform Colby students of the existence of
por tu nity Research , Dept. SJ O , 55 Fla thead Drive , Kalithe
Colby
College studen t abortion fund. It is open. ced in
spell MT 59901.
1
conjunc tion with Reverend Glendinning of St. Mark 's Episcopal Church (10 Center St. , Waterville; 872-7869). Rev.
Glendinning is a member of the Clergy Consultation Service ,
a network of clergymen who provide coun seling services
concerning ab or tion. (The use of these services , however ,
COLLEGE STUDENT POET R Y ANTHOLOGY
. is not required in orde r to be granted a loan). An interestfree loan agreement is drawn up between each student and
Rev. Glendinning. The terms of repaymen t are fully negoliable in each case and there are no legal measures which
The Na tional Poetr y Press announces its Spring Com- can be utilized to insure repayment. Thus , repayment is a
petition. The closing date for the submission of manumatte r of personal respon sibility. The student is required
scripts by College Students is April 10. Any Student atto presen t a doctor ' s cer tificat e as proof of pregnancy, as
tendin g either jun ior or senior college is eligible to submit
well as to in form Rev. Glendinning of the medical arrangehis verse. There is no limi tation as to form or the me. Shor- men t s made , so as to guarantee the legality and medical
ter works are preferred by the Board of J udges , because of
competence of the ab ortion ,
space limi t 'atj-o ns.
.
. The fund has been in existence for four years. It has
Each poem must be TYPED or PRIN TED on a sepa- served fifteen women over that period , of which only three
ra te sheet, and must bear the name and horn e address of
have failed to repay th e loan. Unfortunatel y these debts
t he st uden t , and the college address as wel),
were enough to wipe but the fund. There is presently mdnej
Manuscri pts should be sent to the Office of the Press:
in t he fund , but more is badly needed if people are to be
National Poetry Press
able to count on it , whenever they need it. Donatio ns can
Box 218
be given to Rev. Glendinning or to members of the Women ' s
Agoura , Calif. 913 01
Organiza tion. Your help Is essential.

ABORTION FUND

t

'•

F or Sale - Kastinger !*.oyal Spyders Boots
Size 9
Br a nd New
Onl y $100
Chris Robbie Ext.527

##*

. WA NTED :
Someone interested in coachin g the Women 's Ice
Hockey Team for the 1976-77 season. Please contac t
Frank Stephenson (Director of Annual G iving Ext. 268)
Any candidate should be a member of the class of '78 or
•79.
*##
SKATE - A - THON
For the benefit of :
PINE TRE E CAMP FOR CRIP PLED CHILDR EN
FRI DAY Ma rch 19 to
SATUR.DA Y Ma rch 20
Sponsore d by s
LAMBDA CHI ALP HA
Colby College
Pick up more inform a tion arid sponsor sheets at
Rober ts Union.
,
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Rapproch emen t
Jfodama on Jon Plan
According to the College's statement on the January
Program , although " ... the academic emphasis during
Janu ary is on independent study, extracurricular activities ,
Whither Jan Plan? Matters have apparently come to including athletics, drama, music, and lectures, continue
as usual." (Source: The J anuary Pr ogram, July , l;?72.
such a pass with the Jan Plan at Colby that reform meaadded.) This seems to imply that students will
Emphasis
. si res are now being considered , and some steps will probwork
m
ore
or less independently during the January term
ably be taken to revive what , I am told, was once a lively
but that-every effort will be made to maintain the usual
part of the College's curriculum. Whatever it might have
environment which is supportive of th ose individual study
been , Tan Plan is not, on the whole, in good health. That
projects. For one thing, then, the College is promising
is a cautious estimate , since my conclusion is based on a
very unsystematic sampling of opinion and limited pers on- that it will continue to provide an intellectually exciting conal experience. However, with the Educational Policy Com text within which one can pursue one's interests. This objective is stated quite unambiguously by the College: "The
niittee deliberating changes in the Program and judging
college, during January, becomes even more truly a communi
from Ms. Sherwood's "op inion " on the subject, I gather
ty of scholars." (Source : Same as ab ove. Emphasis added.)
that my impression is something more than mere ¦
idiosyru
Suppose we assume that this logic is sound. That is,
cracy.
if
we
want
to produce a community of scholars at Colby in
As I understand it, the Ja n Plan is a period set aside
January, an intellectually stimulating program of events
for independent work. .That work may follow the ortho(outside the classroom fare ) is essential. In other words , if
dox lines of reading and research or it may be a "field"
experience , such as an internship. It seems to me that both by community we mean m ore than just a collection of independently enterprising scholars, then there should be opapproaches are valid and should be encouraged. My experien ce has been that rewarding projects are found in both portunities for social and academic exchange.
It is interesting to look back at the Jan Plan just past
I have noticed, however, that a greater proportion of
those who spend January out in the field rather than on the to see what efforts were made to create the community we
Hill return in February with positive-feelings about the pro- seem to wanchere. One readily available indej fcp f >yhat .th^ r
of'bv^t^)lret?SHrvih«-:r
gram . It is remarkable how delighted they are to have been College did in januaryis the^chedule
at
Cblby.
C&tamlf _hi£is ndt7'• ¦
TlnSp^eekr
,
away. They are convinced that they accomplished some- 7 College bulletin
^
an exhaustive list but it is indicative of 'what those who were
thing significant during the month. Moreover, they are
confident that nothing of real consequence has gone on at on campus in January had available to them.
A rough tabulation of events is quite revealing. One .
Colb y during the four weeks of the Jan Plan. They have
missed nothing by being away. Regrettably, there is some- finds , for instance, that athletic events outnumbered all
other extracurricular events on the calendar by more than
thing in this point of view.
Obviously, the on-campus Jan Plan experience is not three to one. In the four weeks between January 12 and
supposed to be a crashing bore. Nor is it designed as a re- • February 8, there were more than seventy sporting events,
spite" between terms, a kind of academic R. and R which one both at home and away . At the same time, according to
the calendar, only five films were scheduled for public ,
uses to recuperate from the fall cam paign and rest up for
viewing, and only" six public lectir^ were presentedi along
the coming spring offensive.
It is hard to deny, however, that the College is a dif- > with seven coincerts, two' art exhibitions, a mime trpupe
presentation , and a play. I should mention that my rough
ferent place in January. The pace of life is distinctivel y ,
less hurried , but there is also the hollow sense thatthere is calculation excluded events like religious services, club meetings, luncheons, and a Board of Trustees meeting; all of
really nothing to hurry to. Again, this is not according to
these seemed to have, for better or for worse, much narrower
plan.
Robin Sherwood ask ed Professor Kodama to do this J anPlan Rapproacbmen t for the ECHO.

appeal than the usual ex tra-curricular event. You rriight
quarrel a bit with my definitions, But on the whole I. thin k
my conclusion is sound: other than athletic events, there
was not a whole lot scheduled in January for community
consumption.
A paradox emerges when one makes a.similar tabulation of the events of the first four weeks df the current
term. N ow, the ratio of athletic to other events is only
two to one. And, one finds that there are twenty-one lectures on the calendar, as well as eight concert performances
five films, one dance production, and one-play. Isn't it
odd that the College should serve up these extracurricular
sweets after the January term is over; Presumably , all of
us had a good deal more;time to spend on this kind of activity during J anuary than we do now in the crunch of .
spring term. As it stands, the schedule for the past eight
weeks defies logic, probably produces a good deal of frustration, and more than likely drives down attendance.
That aside, however, two things are clear. First, the
extracurricular events in January were disproportionately
athletic. It is appalling that so little of-anything else .went
on. This is not to say that there should be fewer sporting
events; rather, there should be m ore of the "academic"
• -.
sort.
.
.burden
of
riches
in the regular
there
is
a
Secon d ,
term . - It has gotten to the point where one must actually
choose between lectures scheduled-fbr the same evening.
This * clearly, is a waste of resources.
'
The solution to this anomalous situation seems all
too obvious. Would it not strengthen the January Program
as well as ease the burden on the regular terms if more lectures and cultural eventsi.were scheduled for January?
Isn't .it. reaspnabl^6;belie^c.Shat these kinds of activities
coulct become"an htteltectualv"core" of the Program by."
providing some comm on points of reference for the community ? W ouldn 't a roster of events which included ,
for example, a coordinated set of lectures, several series,
of films, and an assortment of concerts and exhibitions, .
provide just the kind of intellectual backdrop against which
a student might pursue independent study?
I am not suggesting that this step alone will cure the
problems of-the Jan Plan. For that matter, I do not know
what all the ailments arc. This proposal will only make
Jantiary at Colby •spniethirig less of al sportitig evierit and
ni'<ire'bf ah 'intfcllecfual¦'exiieiir^c^i It.^ll. yitis^'those
whose interest iri academic m atters does not p lummet along
with the temperature. It is my impression that there are a
good number of th ose typ es here. And not all of them flee
to points south in January.

Ber rig an Backs Man-Vi olen t Protest
-by Jocelyn Bartkevicius
"We're human and we have no say. The major
decisions of our political leaders are.insane. They 're
bury ing us," declared Jesuit Priest Daniel Bcrrigan at
a Monday afternoon discussion in crowded Sturtevant
lounge. While not content with America 's electoral
politics , he believes everyone should have a political..
awareness. His own symbolic style of protest is intended
to shock peop le into action.
In 1968, he partici pated in the napalm burning of
several hundred draft files a,t Catonsville , Maryland
(for which he served 18" months in prison). Last November
he helped dig a grave on the White House lawn since
"the government is bury ing all of us" with its nuclear
arms race and power plants .
Father Bcrri gan spent a long Monday at Colby.
During the afternoon he led an informal discussion in
Sturtevant lounge and read poetry that he 'd written in
prison. He dined with several students , At 8:00 p.m . in
the Chapel the Reveren d gave an evening lecture and then
answered questions.
Bcrrigan sees Am erican culture as "a murderous
ri p-off of human relationships; anyone who can sustain
<
some is lucky . He sees his own relationship with the
church as tenuous, on their part; to him , it's family, He
cannot conceive of a future for our national economy or
the way we conduct ourselves, and wants 'to see our culture become "pro-human ". When asked how he could
accuse the y^S. of being not pro-human wheh.it gives so
much money in foreign aid , he po in ted out the large size
of the defense budget in comparison to other expenditures

F a t her D anie l Berrigan fields questions in Sturtevant
lounge, (photo by J ohn Devine)
.

When one exasperate d student asked what the solution to all these problems is, Berrigan replied - "Take a
walk in the woods. " On the serious side, he believes
that since there are so many major p roblems, there can be
no single answer. He and his friends "pick one thing at
a time and say W to it." He warns that we can't expect
major changes quickly, short of a nuclear disaster or economic collapse. . Social change takes patience and hard work.
Despite his hard picture of the U.S., Father Berrigan
condones only nonviolent actions. Even in these-violent
times he doesn 't share in the fatalistic attitude that violence is inevitable for successful revolution. He b elieves that
the potential of every social movemen t has been threatened
by the extent to which they have used violence. "The long6r we kill people , the less we 'll believe in alternatives to
' ,
it. "
\
His pro-life philosophy includes abortion. "I'm against death of peop le, borii or unborn." He added that
in his opinion the Catholic church acted in bad faith by
allowing genocide in Europe for fifteen years while screaming about abortion,
Berrigan's afternoon poetry reading focused on the
paradoxes of prison life. The poems he read held special
significance for him , since he had to smuggle them past
guard s in order for them to be published. Between liis
poem s he related assorte d anecdotes about the Danbury
Correctional Institute. While there he wasn 't allowed to
hold worship groups. "There's a law against working at
your profession while in prison."
Father Berriga n is currently teaching at a college in
New York for adults and the poor ; groups often ignored
in higher education . To Colb y students he says; "you can
move into the world with blinders on , all of you can probably make it in the world, or you can choose one Imminent
social problem and work on it, "
'

.

